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Preface

For more than a decade the New Careers Training Laboiratory

has been concerned with the special issues of consuming hurl:an

services. In the Service Society and the Consumer Vanguard

(Harper and Row, 1974), the author and Frank Riessman developed

the concept of the "consumer as producer" that is, in education,

for example, it is the student who is the ultimate producer of

his or her own learning. To become effective producers, students

must become aware of^their individual learning ityles and learning

how to learn. These latter topics are discussed in Alan Gartner

and Frank Riesaman, How to Individualize Learning (Bloomington,

Ind.: PLL Delta Kappan Educational Foundation, 1977). In addition

to issues intrinsic to the learning process, consumers of education,

students, must know their rights and the ways to exercise them.

Here we are pleased to present the work of Professors Louis

Fischer and David'Schimmel, to whom we are grateful for their

:efforts and patience, which while focussing upon the rights of

students in New York offers a model for such a program nationwide.

Our efforts of this area have been supported and encouraged

by Dustin Wilson Director, Office of Consumers' Education, United

States Office of Education. And we have learned much in this

area from thd excellent work of Advocates for Children and its

Director, Miriam Thompson, and from Ira Glasser, Samtiel

and Rachel B. 'Gartner.

Alan Gartner
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Rationale

In our industrial civilizPtion, the vast pajority, of people earn a

living rather than make a Irving. In other words, they do not produce

whit they need, but rather purchase it. Thus, we have become consumers

in all aspects of our lives; we consume goods and services to meecur

basic needs.

For some time it has been recognized that it is difficult and \\\

demanding to be intelligent, knowledgeable consumers in a modern, mass-

producing, impersonal culture. Consequently a variety of institutions,

public and private, have been Created to protect consumers and to educate

them. Many schools have introduced courses, or units within courses, in

consumer education. Such courses in general attempt to develop knowledge,

attitudes and skills 'related to the intelligent selection, buying and

using of material goods. These would range from items as small but impor-

tant as toothpaste, soap or sun-tan lotion, to expensive "luxury" items

like automobiles, stereos or;color television. Such goods pervade our

^#-,

lives an4 call for intelligent choosing on the part of consumers.

Equally important in our lives and just as pervasive are the various

services we consume. We buy and use medical and dental care and govern-

mental serviCes of various kinds, those provided by the police, social

service agencies, vocational rehibilitation education; legal and count-

less others. Among the' services we consume, one that touches our lives

in very important ways and through long periods of time is schooling. It

is such an important service in our culture that we_make it landatory for

everyone during certain years-of their lives, and in many localities we

make it possible for people to contfnue their formal education at any
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stage of their lives.

It makes good sensein a tulture l'ike ours to educate people to be-

come intelligent consumers of human services. We all use these services

and pay for many of them with our tax dollars. This unit ikbased on

the conviction that people can and should become more intelligent consum-

ers of the human services that pervade their lives. Specifically, they

should become more knowledgeable consumers of schooling, as an important

human service.

Since law has become so important in recent years in formulating

the rights and responsibilities related to schooling, this unit will drdw

on relevant, contemporary legal developments. It will address questions

related to the right to an education, mandatory attendance and the right

not to go to school. Constitutional issues related to students' freedom

of expression will be analyzed, along with due process in schools and

freedom from unreasonable and unauthorized search. Possibilities for stu-

dent and parent involvement.in the educational process will also be

explored.

It is our conviction that knowledge of these aspects of the law, re-

lated to education, will be helpful in making people more intelligent

consumers of schooling.

7
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Major Goals

1. Students should understand their role as consumers of services,

specifically, of educational services.

Students should understand their right to a free, publicly supported

education, and their obligation to go to school.

Students should understand how state and federal constitutions and

laws apply to schools.

4. Students should understand how their constitutional rights related

to freedom of expression, due process and search and seizure apply

to schools and the limitations on such rights.

5. Students should understand how they and their parents can influence

educational decisions.
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Specific Objectives

1. Students will be able to specify the age of compulsory schooling in

the State of New York.

2. Students will be able to differentiatelbetween the right to go to school

and the duty to go to school, and the ages related to each.

3. Students will be able to identify that it is the state constitution

and state laws that grant the basic right to education, not federal

laws or the national Constitution.

4. Students will be able to describe some school situations where freedom

of expression may be limited by school officials.

Students will be able to name the key elements of libel.

6. Students will be able to distinguish between an "obscene" statement and

vulgar or "dirty" words.

Students will be able to identify the limitations on the right to distri-

bute pamphlets or other unauthorized literature in school.

8. Given a hypothetical situation involving a due process issue in school,

students will be able to explain whether or not the due process require-

ment was satisfied.

9. Given a hypothettcal situation involving a school-related conflict,

students will be able to identify whether or not an issue of free

expression is involved.

10. Given a hypothetical situation involving a school-related conflict,

students will be able to identify whether or not it involves an issue

of unauthorized search and seizure.

11. Given a description of an unauthorized search of people and lockers in

school, students will be able to explain whether or not the principal

proceeded properly.

12. Given a situation that involves disagreement over the curriculum of a

school, students will offer at least two possible ways political

action might be useful to influence the decision.

13. Students will be able to give at least three reasons tirhy education can

be considered to be a "consumer good."

7.,0



DAY I

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAYS

.5..

clelifIWAIJEISional Services

A Flow Chart For A Five Day Unit

Class: The right to education-end
the duty to go to school

Homework: Freedom of Expression,
Tinker and Shanley,
7Warand questions

Class: Freedom of

Homework: Due Process,
Goss case

speech and press

Facts of
and questions

I

Class: Due process in schools

Homework: Search and seizure, facts
of Overton and questions

1

Class: Search and seizure

Homework: Review and hypothetical
cases

Class: Student and parent involve-
ment in educational deci-

sions

Tests - Evaluation

I 0
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A" General Emig le For Teacher5

Overview

This.unit has three major parts. The first focuses on the right to

education in the State of New York avrep as the duty to go to school.

Even today there are very large numbersif school-age boys and girls who

are not in school, some by choice and some against their will. Knowledge

of relevant laws will automatically reduce the numbers cif students

out of school, but it should help by making them more reflective, critical

consumers of this social service.

The second part addresses three areas of students' constitutional

rights: freedom of expression, due process, and unauthorized search and

seizure. Impo4tant controversies surround each of these areas, but recent

legal developments provide some guidance. By studying them, students

should become more intelligent users of school facilities, programs and

extracurricular activities. An important by-product should be a better

understanding of everybody's constitutional rights.

The third section relates to student and parent involvement in educa-

tional decision making. This section highliipts the importance of involve-

ment and of cooperative and political action as means of influencing educa-

tional decisions by students and parents.

Time Allocation

The proposed unit can be used in a 3-5 day period, or it can be ex-

panded into longer learning experiences if time And interest warrant it.

Teachers who use the unit are in the best positions to make judgments



about how much time is desirable, Just as they are in the best position

to decide on collateral or supplementary readings,.the use of resource

people, media aids and other instructional strategies and techniques. The

following is but a general guide that assumes a five day, one period per

day, time allocation for.this unit. Within this five day period, differ-

ent parts can be shortened or expanded, like an.accordion, pursuant to

teacher Judgment.

First Day

Begin with a brief discussion of the variety of'human services we all

consume in our daily lives. The class will probably identify quite a few

services some provided by government and some by private sources. Education

should be highlighted as one of these important services.

Instructional_ Objectives: Students will learn:

a. that New York requires school attendance between the ages

of 6 and 16, and grants the right to go to school from 5 to 21.

b. that the right to education is extended to all people including

the handicapped and those who speak little or no English.

c. that exceptions to the duty to go to school are extremely rare,

the Amish being one example,,based on their First Amendment claim

to religious freedom.

that the basic right to education is granted by state not federal

laws.

General Teaching Stnagies: Students will read the first three paragraphs

on page 15 and then, with.the teacher's leadership, will discuss the four

questions posed. After a few minutes' discussion, they read the next paragraph

and again discuss the question posed. Discussion could focus on others known

1 2
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to students whoi like George, 101 !,t tioo l for varlow. reawns and then

found it difficult to return.

Have students finish reading to bottom of page 17.

Raise the question\of why our and other societies require children and

youth to go to school. After a brief discussion, have students read."Is

there a right not to go to school," on page 18 and consider the questions

posed. Discuss the questions and if possible tiave students state arguments,-

for and against"theAmish position. Then have them read the eri4rt's ruling.

Briefly look at the questions and answers on page 19, to consider our

commitment to the right to education for everyone.

In conclusion, after briefly summarizing the right to education and

the obligation to go to school, the teacher can emphasize that education is

. 0 . 400 S * 44 411 0 0 OP 01 41, a .

a human service, one among the many services we each consume. The need

for critical, intelligent use of such.services cin be underscored as a lead-in

to the next section.

Preparation and Homework: Students will read page 21, a hypothetical

1

situation related to freedom of expression in schools. After a brief discus-

sion, if time allows it, assign for homework the 13ading of pages 22, 25, and 26.

These contain the facts of the Tinker case and the Shanley case and questions

related to the facts. As part of the homework have students prepare written

answers to the questions posed. At this poiiit the teacher can differentiate

assignments according to the ability of the students. The simplest way to do

this is according to the number of questions to be answered. Another way

would be to select the more difficult questions for the more able students

as well as assign relevant readings from-the appendix.

Second Day
A

Instructional Objectives: Students will lbarn:



a. ihat the First Ahendment'k gudrantoo or.fragniom or oxprals%luns

speech and press apply to public schools.

b. that no right is absolute and under certain circumstances

the right to expression may be limited.

c. that school officials may limit expressioni-that leads to

substantial disruption of schooling, aild expression that is

obscene or libelous.

d. that free expression applies to "undergrqund" as well as

regular school pakers.

General Teaching Strategies: Ask for student volunteers to indicate,

briefly, their answers to the homework questions. Give out copies of'pages

23-4,.27- -have students read them, after which the teacher will explain
t- a t . .

41 OD al&
and help dZ ss the holding of the courts. If time allows have students

read the fa questions and
r
court opinion of the Eisner case. If there is

no time for tivit, Vve it to the students and have them read it at home,

pages 29-34.

Preparation and Homework: Have students read the hypothetical situa-

tion related to due process in schoolS, pages 36-7 and the questions that

follow. After a brief discussion, assign for homework the reading of pages

38-9. These coftain the facts related to the Goss case and the questions

based on these.facts.' Select some of the questions for students to con-

sider and write ansWers to, at home.

Third gy

Instructional Objectives: Students will learn:

a. that they ;aye a ri46t to due processi or fair procedures, before

thej%dan be suspended, expelled' or otherwise.disciplined in a

serious way.

14
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that some kirid of notice and hearing are necessary parts

of due process.

c. that the due process requirement for short term suspensions

can be met by a brief, informal hearing, where they can tell

thelir version of the event to the school official.

d. that "due process" is a flexible concept that requires

more careful formal procedures if the alleged violation is

more serious.

General Instructional Strategjes: Have students indicate what their

answers were to the homework questions. Give out Copies of pages 40-42; the

court opinion. After students read it, help discuss the ruling of the court.

Then explain the New York rules related to suspension and expulsion, presented

0 4F 4 OW 411, 1. UP fat

on pages 43-46.

Preparation and Homework: Have students read and discuss the hypo-

thetical case related to Search and Seinve, on page 47. Assign page 48,

the facts of the Overton case, and ask that students consider and write out

the answers to the questions that follow. As an alternative assignment,"have

students discuss with their parents the questions posed,and bring in a written

summary of their distussion.

Fourth Day

IrutrIctional Oblectives: StUdents will learn:

a. that the Constitution protects us against unreasonable searches

by government officials.

b. that the constitutional protection against unreasonable searches

has limited application in schools.

c. that their lockers may be searched by administrators who have

reason to believe that illegal.or dangerous things are in them.

d. :that a body search in school receives somewhat greater protection

15



than a locker search.

tieneral Teaching Strategjes:. Discuss with students their answers to

the homework assig0MeqX. Give out copies of page 49e have students read it

and help discuss the court opinion in the Overton case. Then have them read

page 50 and in class discuss possible answers to the questions raised by

Julie and her parents. After this, have students look at the opinion of the

court on page 51, together with the New York Guidelines on po ice search of

students and their.lockers, pages 52-53.

Homework: By way of review, give students copies of page 81 from the

appendix. This presents hypothetical cases related to freedom of expression,

due process and search tnd seizure. lotsk them to consider the situations,

:identify the key issue(s) in each and indicate how the courts are likely to

olmo 0. .

rule and w
OR p

Fifth Diav

Instructional Objectives. Students will learn:

a. that the basic decistons about course content and methods of

teaching are made by educators and school boards, not by parents

or students.

b. that political action by students within a school might be used

to gain some influence over the content and nthods of schooling.

c. that political action by parents and students outside the school

7

Might be used.to influence school boards and educators and thus

the quality of schooling.

General Teaching Strategies: With the help of students, indicate the

answers to the homework questions. Then, have students read the first three

paragraphs on page 54 an4 discuss the questions that follow, to stimulate

16
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students to look at their schooling from a new perspective. By now they

should be ready to understand that much learning takes place in schools

outside the formal courses as well as in classrooms. The.92that freedom

of expression, due procesi, search and seizure and other issues are handled

in schools teaches as much, perhaps more, as the course content related to

citizenship. After discussing this, read the next paragraph and briefly raise

the three questions that follow.

Have students continue reading thOough the sevenexamples listed on

page 55. Discuss the questions under What Is Your Option? page 56, in

order to help student's realize the-Importance of political action as well

as the time, effort and energy it requires.

Evaluation: Save time for evaluation of what the students learned.

# # # # # 0 P 40, P

In addition to the teacher's own ideas., tge 04-Têstcartle asAteas a True--

False test, with the "undecided" category removed. The multiple-choice Unit

Test in the Appendix can be used with or in pfi-ii-of the True-False Test, and

the three hypothetical cases in the appendix can form the basis of essay-type

evaluation that can be done in class or at home.

Other Suggestions:

Depending on the time available to the teacher, various other activities

can be used to enhance student inter nd learning. For example, all the cases,

hypothetical or actual, lend themselves to role playing in class, by students.

More extensive time allows tor mock trials-that almost always generate high
t

student interest. Suggestions for mock trials may be available from the Con-

stitutional Rights Foundation (6310 San Vicente Boulevard, Los Angeles, dA 90048),

The National Street Law Institute (605G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001),

or from the American Bar Association's Special Committee for Youth Education for

Citizenship (1155 East 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60537).

7



Pre-Test: Yotnon?

The following statements are designed to help you express your opinions

and stimulate your interest in your rights and responsibilities as a consumer

of educational services.

In front of each statement indicate your opinion as follows:. A - Agree,

U- Uncertain, 0 - Disagree.

1.

2.

3.

.111.11101MIN.M

4.

=15

111

6.

7.

A;

1111=0110

8

9.

1.01111=11

ellm00.

The U.S. Constitution guarantees the right to education for every-
one between the ages of 6 and 16.

The U.S. Constitution requires that we go to school.

New York law grants the right to education for everyone between

the ages of 5 and 21.

If a 14 year old can't speak English, she may stay home and tiot

go to school until she learns it.

ISinceteiching.of blind ana dearchildren fslteri expinsivi, a
community that has little money does not have to educate them.

Freedom of speech is guaranteed outside tke schools, but not in

schools.

Since schooling must be orderly and efficient, administrators may

keep all controversial speakers out of schools.

High school newspapers may print articles critical of their schools,

that may cause controversy and bad feelings.

Teachers and administrators may prevent-school newspapers from

printing vulgar or °dirty° words that offend some people.

10. If your behavior is dangerous to others in the school, school

officials can remove you without a notice and a hearing.

11. Before you can be suspended from school for a short period (5 daysl

you have a right to a notice, hearing, examination of witnesses and

a lawyer.

12. Because schooling is compulsory", you can never he expelled.

13. If a MO school girl gets pregnant, she can be sent to a special

school, with or without her consent.

14. Because a school is public property, teachers or administrators

may always frisk you or your locker for drugs; weapons or stolen

things.



15. School officials can search your pockets and clothing without a

search warrant only if they have good cause to believe you are

hiding illegal or dangerous things.

16. Since the Constitution prohibits unreasonable searches, school

administrators must get a search warrant before they can examine

you or your locker.

17. The law gives parents and students the right to decide what courses

a student can take in high school.-

18. In New York, an 18 year old student may not be elected to serve

on the School Board, because he'd be "the boss of his own teachers."

19. Many schools have.students on comittees with teachers and parents

to advise the school on courses and teaching methods.

20. Political action by students and parents is,an important way to

influence schools.

The above "Pre-Test" may be used by the teacher to assess prior knowledge

. . . .10

by the students, in order to guide instrntfonal activitieg: 'It mty aTto dt

used as a post-test to assess gains made by the students.

19



The Right to Education

George was a medium built young ban, twenty years old, with a slight limp

and a stylish mustache. He entered the principal's front office at City High

and asked for an appointment. After some waiting around, he was ushered into

the office of Mr. Wilson, the vice principal.

Some awkward moments passed between George and Mr. Wilson, but George

finally got his message out: "I wit to.go to school." He explained that he

quit school several years ago, spent some time working, then enlisted in the

Navy, where his leg was hurt.in a training accident. He now wants to finish

high school and go on to a technical college.

Mr. Wilson listened with care, took notes and then gave George some friendly

.41vjcp. jhq, qssenctof it was that City High is not the right place for George
. . D IF

anymore. After all, George is now a man of twenty, not like the 15-18 year old

kids at the school. He has seen the world with the Navy and has a steady girll

He should work and go to'evening school. Or, as a veteran, why not try to go

directly into that technical college. After all, everybody would feel funny

with him at City High, George included.

What do you think George should do?

Did Mr. Wilson give him good advice?

What would you do if you were George?

What advice would you give if you were Mr. Wilson?

After his interview with Mr. Wilson, George spent a couple of days thinking,

trying to decide what to do. His friends and relatives all gave him advice, but

their opinions were all different and that confused him more. He went back to

City High and told Mr. Wilson that he still wanted to enroll and itart school as

0
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*soon as possible. Mr. Wilson checked his past records and looked at school

enrollment figures. Then he told George that the senior class he'd be entering

is overcrowded as it was. Classes are full and teachers are over-loaded.

Therefore, considering George's age, the fact that he had his chance before and

didn't use it, and that as a veteran he can get a job, Mr. Wilson regretfully

refused to enroll George. George is very unhappy and wants to know what he can
%

do.

IDoes George have a right to go to school?

Yes, he does. In New York, the state constitution (Article XI, Section 1)

requires the legislature "to provide for the maintenance and support of a system

of free common schools, wherein all the children of this state may be educated."

I. 0 * . . . . .

But is this enough to help George? No, not quite. Howeverlethe New forelaw-

makers, following this provision of the state constitution enacted a law, Section

3202 of the Education Law, which says, in part:

"(1) A person over five and under twenty-one years of age who has

not received a high school diploma is entitled to attend the public

schools maintained in the district in which such person resides

without payment of tuition."

Does this law help George? It certainly does since he is under 21 and does

not have a high school diploma.

Rut what about the crowded classes? And the fact that the other students

will be younger and this will make things awkward for everyone? The right to an

education is considered to be so important, that it outweighs all these consider

ations. If George wants to act on his right to go to school, Mr. Wilson or

others may not stop him from doing so.

II

4:1E4
,
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Since the U.S. Constitution does not say anything about education, each

state creates its own laws regarding the age of school attendance. As we saw, ,

New York proVides free public education for all its people between the ages of

5 and 21. And though each state creates its own laws regarding school atten-

dance, the entire nation considers schooling to be vital. The United States

Supreme Court has stated that:

"It is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to

succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity to an education."*

If George has a right to go to school at the age of twenty, does he have

to go? If he doesn't want to go, can Mr. Wilson, the attendance officers, the

police or his parents make him go to school? The answer is no.

In New York, Education Law 3205 requires persons between the ages of six

and sixteen to attend school full time, with two exceptions. One, if you have

completed a four-year high school before that age, or two, if you are under 16

but have a legal employment certificate then you can work.and receive part time

instruction, but no less than twenty hours per week.

The following chart shows the relationship of the ages during which you have

a right to a free public education and during which you must go to school:

6 yrs. 16 yrs.

4

Compulsory Schooling

5.yr 21. yrs.

Tha Right to Free Public Education

Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U,S. 483 (1954).
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Is there a rtght not to go to school?

From the foregoing, it looks like everybody in New York must qo to school

from ages 6 to 16 and people may go from 5 to 21 if they hadn't graduated.

With such requirements, how can we say that this is .a free country? Is there

no legal way to avoid compulsory schooling? Supoose you claim that it is

against your religion? Isn't religious freedom more important than compul-

sory schooling?

That was precisely the question raised in a recent case involving the

Amish religion and the laws of Wisconsin. Like New York, Wisconsin's 1aws

require attendance till the age of 16. Amish parents and their 14 and 15

year old children didn't want schooling beyond the Bth grade. The Amish

are a small and very religious group of people who have lived together in

farming communities for over 300 years. They reject the scientific and

competitive values of modern life and fear that their children would lose

their faith if they were required to attend modern, regional senior high

schools. They also fear that their traditional beliefs might be violated by

science courses that would question their biblical views. The)/ feel that

an elementary education was enough to learn basic skills; after that their

children should learn on the job from their parents - in their homes, on

their farms and in their shops.

The State or Wisconsin, of course wanted the Amish children in school

with all others.

How would you decide? Why?

How would you decide under the laws of new York if the Amish

lived in New York?

The Supreme Court of the United Stes ruled in favor of the Amish. It con-
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sidered the right to religiNs freedeom on the one hand and the compulsory

attendance laws on the other. The Court realizes.that it is important for

the State that its citizens be well educated just as it is important for the

individuals themselves. On the other hand, freedom of religion has been

important in this country ever since its very beginning. So the Court, try-

ing to reach its decision, had to balance the rights of the Amish religious

freedom with the legitimate state laws requiring school attendance to age

sixteen.

Many cases that reach the Supreme,Court, particularly cases based on

constitutional rights, involve rights in conflict. It's not "the good guys

against the bad guy," but decent, well-meaning people who disagree. The

courts must consider all tne interests and reach a conclusion based on rea-

von arui

The decision in favor of the Amish was based on the fact that their

religion and way of life were closely related, they had practiced their

religion for over 300 years, they were economically successful and compul-

sory schooling through age 16 would threaten their survival. Only in

such an extreme case would the Court make an exception to the compulsory

education laws.

Do you have a right to 90 to school if you are prunant? YES.

Do you have a right t. ge to school if you get married? YES.

Do....1.211.1121.tjLtILLilia.12._AE12.9.SLILOILEE...12.2ing.? YES. Deaf? YES-

Otherwise disabled? YES.

Because edutation is such an Important human service in our society, we

have passed laws to insure that children and youth have access to education

whether they are rich or poor and whatever their race, religion or ethnic

24



orgin. We also provide free schooling to those with physlcal or psychological

handicaps, and those who speak a language other tham English.

rib
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FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

Freedom of Speech

At first, Sue didn't Join the anti-nuclear protest. She wasn't a radical;

she hadn't even been active in school politics. But now she was'in the middle

of it - wearing a political button, handing out leaflets, and worrying about

being suspended from school.

It all started last year when Sue was a high school junior and wrote a

paper for her science class about a nuclear power plant that was being built-a

few miles from town. Most residents welcomed the plant because they felt it

would help solve the town's unemployment problem. But she was against it

because she believed the dangers of nuclear power were much greater than most

people realized. Therefore, she joined a citizens' action group that tried to

stOp the prject 0n wejkinds, wentAeineeti4s, 'colrected loney,and

demonstrated with the group.

This year, she wanted to alert her teachers and classmates to the dangers

of nuclear power. So she and a dozen friends went to school wearing large

buttons with a skull and crossbones that said "Stop Nukes." Since most students

favored the facility, the buttons caused a lot of heated arguments between

classes and during lunch time.

When the principal learned what happened, he told the students to remove

their buttons. He felt the arguments might become disruptive and even cause

fights. And he warned the stuirts that if they wore their butions to school

again, they would be suspended.\/

On her way home, Sue wondered what she should do. Does she have a right to

wear her button in school? Or does the principal have the authority to make

her leave it home? Can the Bill of Rights help her resolve this conflict? In

1969, the U.S. Supreme Court decided the case of Tinker vs. Des Moines which

provided the answers to these quqstions.

26
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The Tinker Case: When,Is 4mbolic Speech Protected?

Joh Tiiiker was an llth grade high school student from Des Moines, Iowa.

The year was 1965, and the Vietnam War was raging in southeast Asia. John was

15 years old and strongly opposed to America's participation in the war. In

order to publicize his anti-war feelings, John and six other studerits decided

to wear black armbands to school. .

When the Des Moines primcipals learned of this plan, they adopted a policy

that prohibited students from veering the armbands. Since the war was a highly

controversial topic in their community, the principals feared that student

reaction to the arathands would create a disturbance in the classrooms:

Although he knew about the policy, John Tinker insiSted on wearing his

.

armband to school. As i.result he was suspended until he would ,return without

the armbadd. But he'and his father believed this policy violated John's

onstitutional rights, and they took the schoOl officials to court.

Should John have been suspended for deliberately disobeying

the school policy against wearing armbands? Why or why not?

Is an armband a form of speech that is protected by the Firs

Amendment to the Constitution?

If a student is entitled to freedom of speech, can a princi-

pal sometimes limit this freedom? If so, under what c4rcum-

stances?

Should students have the same freedom of speech in school as

out of school? In class as well as in the halls or in the

cafeteria?

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969).
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The Opinion of thi-Courts

The trial court held that the principals acted reasonably in trying to
4

anticipate and pftvent disruption. The stadents were free to wear Armbands

out of school. In school, "it is the discfplined atmosphere of the classroom,"

not the students' right to,wear armbands "which is entitled to the protection

of ihe law, " wrote the trial judge; but the U.S. Supreme Couk disagreed.

"It can hardly be argued," wrote Justice Fortas, "that either students or

teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression

at the schoolhouse gate." Although school officials must be able to control

misconduct, was no evidence in this case that the wearing of armbands

interfered with school Work or the rights of other students. -The principals

may have been sincere in fearing that the armbands might cause problems; but

in our system, fear of disturbance "is not enough to overcome the right to

freedom of eipreision."

The Court recognized that freedom in school involves risks. As Justice

Fortas wrote:

"Any departure from absolute regimentation may cause trouble.

Any variation from the majority's opinion may inspire.fear.

Any word spoken in class, in the lunchroom, or on campus, that

deviates from the views of another person may start an argument

or cauSe a disturbance. But our Constitution says we must take

this risk; and our history says that it is this sort of hazardous

freedom - this kind of openness - that is the basis of our

national strength..."

School officials cannot prohibit a particular opinion merely to avoid "the

discomfort and unpleasantness that always accompany an unpopular viewpoint."

Therefore, it is unconstitutional to prohibit student expression unless it

would "materially and substantially interfere with school work. In defending

student rights, Justice Fortas wrote:



"Schoopl'officials do not ..ssess absoluta authority over their

students. Students in sc 1 as Well as out of school are
possessed of fundamental rights which the State must respect

just as they themselves must respect their obligations to

the State. In our system, students may not be regarded as

closed-circuit recipients of only that which the State
chobses to communicate."

The Court explained that the principles Of this case ire not confined to .

the classroom. First Amen-lent rights'extend tp the cafeteria, the plaiing

fields, and the campus. There too, students may express their opinion on con-

troversial subjects. But student conduct, in or out of class, which "materially

disrupts classwork or involves substantial disorder or invasion of the rights

of others' is not protected by the Constitution.

In sum, there was no evidence in this case that a substantial disruption

of school activities was likely, and none occurred. The students vore armbands

to express their disapproval of the Vietnam War and to encourage others to

adopt their views. They provoked discussion outside of class but caused no

interference with school work. "Under these circumstances," concluded the

Court, "our Cónstitution does not permit officials of the State to deny their

form of expression."
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Freedom of the Press

The First Amendment to the U.S.-Constitution prIhibits government offiéials

from restricting our freedom of the press. This means thit a newspaper publisher

cannot be punished even if he is very critical of government officials and their

policies. This also means that the police cannot try to censor publications or

require that tiley be iubmitted for revfew before they are distributed. The

following cases consider whether these same rights apply to students who publish

and distribute papers in the public schools.

The Shale Case:* A Controversial and Negative Publication

In 1972, Mark Shanley and four high school classmates in San Antonio, Texas,

were suspended for publishing and distributing an "underground° newspaper

entitled "Awakening." The publication discussed current controversial subjects

(such art-"the "injustice" of drug laws); it offered information on birth control,

venereal disease, and drug counselling; and it was critical of the school

administration.

The administration believed the contents of "Awakening" to be "potentially

disruptive" and its distribution contrary to school board policy. The policy

provided that the production and distribution of any publication "without the

specific approval of the principal" shall be cause for suspension.

Mark Shanley and his friends had used their owm money and equipment to

produce the newspapc;r. They distributed it peacefully before and after classes

without causing any disruption. But they distributed it "without the approval

of the principal." Mark and his parents believed that his suspension violated

his constitutional rights, and they took their case to court.

Shanley,v. Northeast Independent School Districi, 462 F.2d 966(3972).

30
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4*

Should the principal be able to stop students from distri-

buting "Awakening" if he honestly believes that it mdght

-cause disruption?

Should the principal be able to stop distribution of a

newspaper if it.discusses topics that most students or par-

ents ionsider very.controversial or disturbing? ...If it

is critical, negative, and disagrees with school,policy?

Is there a difference betmeen freidom of the press in public'

schools and on public streets? Should school officials bb

able to limit student newspapers more than city officials

can limit commercial newspapers?

tor
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The Opinion of the Court

ha.

The judge began his opinion by explaining that freedom of expression for stu-

dents in school is not as extensive as in the community. This is because' stu-

dents are required to attend school, because of disciplinary.problems that tend

to develop in crowded classes and hallways, and because schools.are responsible

for teaching a variety oftIubjects in a limited period of ttme. Nevertheless,

''when students question school regulations which restrict their constitutional

rights, it is the job of school officials to justify these restrictions. Two

legal principles apply to this case: (1) Administrators can limit student

expression if it substantially interferes with school activities; (2) Publica-

tions by students cann4 be prohibited simply because teachers, administrators,

parents or other students disagree with their content or object to their style.

Applying these principles to the facts of this case, the judge found that

there was no substantial disruption. Second, he ruled that the.principal's

concern about the controversial topics mentioned in "Awakening" was no reason

to restrict the students' freedom of expression. It should be clear, wrote

the court, "that in a democracy 'controversy' is...never sufficient in and of

itself to stifle the views of any citizen."

To the court, it appeared strange that a school "would boggle at contro-

versy" to such an extent that it would not want students to become informed about

such'widely discussed and significant issues as birth control, drug use, and

venereal disease. The judge commented: "...our recollection of the learning

process is that the purpose of education is to spread, not to stifle, ideas and

views."

The school administration was also concerned about the negative and criti-

cal attitude of the newspaper. Although constructive criticism is more helpful

than after sorts, the court noted that almost any effort to explain how schools
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can be tnproved can be useful. If the criticism is unreasonable or unfair,

responsible students won't pay much attention:to it. In any event, dislike of

criticisn is no justifjcation for limiting student expression. Freedom of the

press is part of the Bill of Rights because citizens who are regulated "should

have the right and even the responsibility" of comnenting' on the actions of

officials who regulate them,
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The Eisner Case: Resuiring Administrative Approval

The Board of Education of Stamford, Connecticut established the following

pol icy:

-"No person shall distribute any printed or written matter on

the grounds of any school or in any school buildings unless

the distribution of such material shall have prlor;approval

by the school administration."

The policy further stated that material should not .be approved if it will

"interfere with, the proper and orderly operation and discipline of tho school,

will cause violence or disorder, or will constitute an invasion of the rights

of others."

Jon Eisner and several other StaMford High School students challenged this

policy in court. They wanted ta-distribute their own' mimeographed nemspaper
qr

without having to first get administrative approval. And they argued that the

board policy violated their right to freedom of expression.

/i. Does the Stamford policy seem clear, fair, and reasonable?

If not, how would you rewrite it?

2. Should a school administration be able to review studerit

publications before they are distributed?

3. The policy includes many printed or written matter." What

kinds of material could be included within this policy?

14. How long should school officials be able to take to decide

whether ot not to approve distribution? Why is this an

important issue for newspaper publishers?

*
Eisner v. Stamford Board of Education 440 F.2d 803 (1971).



The qpinion of the Court

The Stamford policy was reviewed by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit. Thikis the court that decides most appeals from the federal

courts in New York, Connecticut, and Vermont. ,On behalf of the court, Judge

Irving Kaufman approved some of the Stamford policy but ruled other portions

unconstitutional.

The court agreed that the School Board auld prevent students from dis-

tributing publications on school property that would cause violence or substan-

tial disorder. However, it suggested that the reasons used for approving or

not approving publications should betlearer and more specific. The court,

for example, noted that the phrase "invasion of the rights of others" was "not

a model of clarity or preciseness." It also suggested that the Board clearly

describe the kinds of disruptions or distractions that would and would not

justify censorship.

Although the court ruled that the Stamford Board could require prior

review ofitudent publications, it held that the Board's review procedureAre

not adequate for several reasons: (1) the procedures provide no limited time

in which school officials must decide whether to permit distribution. To be

valid, school policy must indicate a definite brief period" (such as two or

three days) within which officials will complete their review of student publi-

cations. (Unless review decisions are made quickly, administrators might be

able to "kill" a current, controversial story simply by delaying their decision

for several weeks.) (2) The policy is also deficient in "failing to specify

whom and how material may be submitted for clearance.4' -(3) The'prohibitión

against distributing any printed or written material is "unconstitutionally

vague." A constitutional rule should clearly indicate exactly what behavior is

prohibited and what is allowed. But the school policy against distributing "any"

3
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printed or written material could include one student passing to another student

his copy of a daily newspaper, Time magazine, or a personal note. Such a policy

would be unreasonable; it would also be too broad and vague, and therefore

unconstitutional. In short, Judge kaufman ruled that the Board's policy was

not enforceable because it failed to provide a brief time or clear procedures

for administrative review and because it was too vague and broad in its

application.

3 6
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s the diStribution of obscene or libelous materia rotected b the Constitu ion?

No. But a publication is not obscene merely because it contains "dirty"

or vulgar words, nor is it libelous merely because it is highly critical of an

individual. According to current Supreme Court standards, material'for stu-

*dents would be obscene only it if (1) appeals to the lewd or sexual interest of

minors, (2) describes sexual conduct in a clearly offensive way, and (3)i'1acks

serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.° In applying these

tests, the publication must be judged as a whole, rather than by particular

passages selected out of context.

A written statement about another person is libeloulliff it is false and

injures the person's reputation (for example, if it leads to a teacher being

fired or makes it hard for a principal to get another job). A person who is

libeled.can sue for damages. But if the person is a public figure (like a

movie star, politician or school superintendent), he will not be able to

collect unless he can show that the writer knew or should have known,that what

he said was false. Truth is generally a defense agairist a libel suit.

In short, student publications can't be banned simply because a school

official thinks they are libelous or obscene--because, for example, they criti-

cize the quality of the teachers or use "dirty" words. But material that is,

in fact, lagally obscene or libelous is not protected by the First Amendment.

Can administrators resulate the time lace and manner in which ublications

can s r ute

Yes. While schools are strictly limited in their ability to control the

contents of student publications, they have authority to regulate the mechanics

of distribution. The purpose of such regulations is to prevent substantial

disruption of school activities. Thus rules may prevent students from distri-

buting publications in crowded hallways, classrooms, on stairways or when they

are supposed to be in class.



On the other hand, these rules must be applied fairly and cannot be MTV

restrictive than necessary. Thus a school could not permit distribution only

at one exit, only allow one student to distribute an underground newspaper, or

prohibit all distribution inside the school building.

Can school officials prohibit students from inviting or listening to controVersial

speakers?

School officials apparently have authority to prohibit all outside speakers.

But according to New York's Guidelines for Students Rights and Resansibilities:

"If a school allows some outside speakers to use school facilities, it may not

deny other similar speakers the use of these facilities merely because such

speakers are deemed controversial or undesirable by school officials."* For

example, in a high school where Republican and Democratic candidates were allowed

to present their views, it was ruled unconstitutional for the principal to pro-

hibit a Socialist Workers candidate from speaking.

New York's Guidelines point out that school officials may regulate the

times and locations of speeches" and "may require advance notice" to avoid con-

flicts and provide proper protection. "To insure understandinland compliance,"

the Guidelines suggest that "regulations pertaining to these matters should be

formulated, discussed, and published" well before assemblies are planned and

speakers are invited.

Summary

The First Amendment's protection for freedom of expression and of the press

applies to students in public schools. Therefore, administrators can't prohibit

the publication or distribution of student views just because they are negative,

critical, controversial, or unpopular. On the other hand, school officials can

Guidelines for Students Rights and Responsibilities, State Education Depart-

ment, ATbany, p. 5.
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prevent students from distributing materials that are obscene, libelous, or

cause substantial disruption. Furthermore, most courts hold that school rules
)

can require prior review of student publications. But due process requires

that rules for administrative review prior to distribution must include: (1) a

brief time within which the review (and any appeal) must take place; (2) clearly

stated standards--e.g. definitions of obscenity, libel, and disruption; and

(3) a reasonable method for appeal. Most policfes state that if the time for

approval passes without a decision, the material will be considered,approved.

4
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Summary

The First Amendment's protection for freedom of the press applies to

students in public schools. Therefore, administrators can't prohibit the

publication or distribution of student views just because they are negative,

critical, controversial, or unpoplur. On the other hand, school officials

can prevent students from distributing materLials that are obscene, libelous,

or cause substantial disruption. Furthermore, most courts hold that school

rules can require prior review of student publications. But due process

requires that rules for review prior to distribution must include: (1) a

brief time within which the review (and any appeal) must take place; (2)

clearly stated standards--e.g. definitions of obscenity, libel, and disrup-

tion; and (3) a reasonable method for appeal. Most polfciei state that if

the time for approval passes without a decision, the material will be con-

sidered approved.

These, principles auly equally to "underground" yapers and to regular

school papers paid for by school funds.
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Due Process

The argument started in Union High School's teachers' lounge. Bill

Johnson, a coach and teacher for 15 years, was angry about an Ilth grade

student who demanded that the principal hold a hearing before suspending him

for fighting in class. "That student knew he started the fight," fumed

kg. Johnson, "and it's the sicond time this year. Just because his father

is a lawyer,,,he's tnying to show off and make more trouble." Johnson was fed

up with the way students were demanding their rights and the way judges were

insisting on due p rocess. "Soon," Johnson predicted, "you won't even

be able to suspend a student without first holding a trial. And the next'

thing you know, students will say they want to consult with a lawyer befoie

talking to the principal about their misconduct.

"What's so bad about a student wanting a hearing before he's judged

guilty?" asked Jim Steward, a 28 year old social studies teacher. "Maybe we

ought to teach students more about their rights in school. Maybe we should

even make this part of tne civics curriculum. After all, due process only

means fair procedures."

"You're wrong," replied Johnson. "Studeilts know plenty about their

rights, but they don't seem to know or care about the rights of other people.

The problem is that schools are too permissive and kids have too much

freedom. Schools should teach more about responsibilities and less about

rights. These days administrators are spending so much time.worrying about

the rights of kids who are making trouble that they don't have much time left

for the good students who come to school to learn. And a lot of the rights

you're talking about do more harm than good. Lawyers use rights as a

way to keep guilty people out of jail. If you have your way, we'll have to

a
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turn mar classrooms into courtrooms, and we'll have no way of getting the

troublemakers out of school. I just hope we'll be able to put them all in

your class." And with that, Johnson stormed offo class.

As he slowly finished his coffee, Jim Steward efonclered whether there was

some truth in .what Johnson said. Are students less responsible these days?

Should students be able to demand a formal hearing before being suspended or

expelledl How much due process should we have in-the schools? Isfthere a

danger that schools could get too legalistic?

1 What do you think?
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The Goss Case:* When Is Due Process Recognized?

Dwight Lbpez was a high school student from Columbus, Ohio. In 1971,

. he was susperied in connection with a disturbance in thelunchroom which

involmed some damage to school property. About 75 other-students were

suspended from his school on the same day. Dwight claimed that he did not

participate in ,the destrUctive conduct but was an innocent bystander., He

wes not told why he was suspended or what,he was accused of doing; and he

never had a hearing.

Dwight and eight other students who were also suspended without a

hearing sued Columbus school officials for violating their rights to due

process of law. Some of these students were suspended for proven acts of

violence. Others, like Dwight, were suspended although they claimed to

be innocent of any wrongdoing, and no evidence was presented against them.

All were suspended for'brief periods of up to ten days.

The school administration argued that due process should not apply

to cases of short suspension. Since the U.S. Constitution does not guar-

antee a right to an education, suspensions do not violate any basic right.

Rather suspension is one of the punishments that can be useful in maintain-

ing school discipline. But requiring due process before every suspension

would force administrators to spend so much time conducting hearings that

they would not have time to do much else. Furthermore, innocent students

are rarely suspended.. And even if a mistake is made., it could be solved

better through conferences between parents,,students, and school officials,

than by requiring due process procedures in all cases.

*Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975).
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Should students have a right to due process before being

suspended for less the 10 days?

2) If a judge says that students are eniitled to due process,

what does that mean? Should courtroom procedures be

applied in school? What are the advantages and disadvan-

tages of these procedures?

Which punishments do you believe are serious enough to

require due process? Or should students have a right to

due process before any punishment?

44
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The Opinion of the Court

Justice White first pointed out that students cannot be expelled with-

out due process. He acknowledged that the U.S. Constituiion does not grant

a right to education. But he expjaired that the Fourtee:nth Amendment for-

bids the states from depriving-wany-person of life, liberty or property

without due process of law." If states establish public schools, as New

York has done, students have a "property" right in their education which

may not be withdrawn on grounds of misconduct-without "fundamentally.fair
riv

procedures."

Second, the Court held that the Due Process Clause applies to cases

of short suspension. A suspension for up to 10 days is not so minor a

punishment that it may be imposed "in complete disregard of the Due Process

Clause," Justice White wrote. The total exclusion from the educational

process for mcre than a trivial period is a serious event in the life of

the suspended child." The students in this case were suspended based on

charges of misconduct which, if recorded, could damagetheir standing

with their teacher and "interfere with later opportunities for higher

education and employment.

The Court then turned to the question of what due process means.

Justice White noted that due process is a flexible and practical concept--

it does not require a rigid set of procedures to be.applied in all situa-

tions. However, it requires at least that no one should be deprived of

life, liberty, or property without being informed of the charges against

him and given an opportunity to be heard. "At the very minimum, therefore,

students facing suspension...must be given some kind of notice and afforded

some kind of hearing."

The Court then explained the kind of informal notice and hearing that
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is required in connection with a suspension of 10 days or less: "that the

student is given oral or written notice of the charges against him and, if

he denies them, an explanation of the evidence the authorities have,and an

opportunity to presenehis side of the story." Due process, concluded the

Court, "requires at least these rudimentary precautions againstlinfair or

mistaken findings of misconduct and arbitrary expulsion from school."

The Court recognized, however, that there are school emergencies in

which prior notice and hearings would not be required, particularly when

there are dangers to persons or property. In such cases, the Court only

required that fair procedures be followed "as soon as practicable" after

removal of the danger of disruption.

Does this decision mean that schools will now be required to estab-

lish formal, lengthy procedures for all suspension? Not at all. For

example, there does not have to be any delay between the time notice is

given and the time of the hearing. "In the great majority of cases the

disciplinarian may informally discuss the alleged misconduct with the

student minutes after it has occurred."

In cases of short suspension, the ruling does not require that stu-

dents be given an opportunity to secure a lawyer or to call and cross-

examine witnesses. But it will reduce the risk of error by alerting

administrators to disputed facts which might lead them to investigate

further and perhaps call the accuser and witnesses. Indeed, the proce-

dures required by the Court art "less than a fair-minded school principal

would impose on himself, Justice White noted.

In short, t e minimum procedures required by Goss can guard against

error without too much cost or interference with the educational process.
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"It would be a strange disciplinary system," observed Justice White, if a

school did not try to inform a student of his misconduct and "let him tell

his side of the story in order to make sure that an injustice is not done."

NOTE: Although no school can provide less due process than the

Supreme Court requires, state governments and local school districts can

provi'de additional procedural rights. This is the case in New York State.

Under state law, short-term suspension applies to-any exclusion from

school for 5 days or less. Before such a suspension, students are enti-

tled to the 3 elements of due process required by Goss: (a) oral or

written notice of the charges, (b) if the student denies the charges, an

explanation of the evidence against him, and (c) an opportunity to pres-

ent his side of the story.

In addition, under New York law, the student and parent have a right

to "an informal conference with the principal" at which time the parent

may ask questions of the witnesses who made the complaint. Furthermore,

many school districts require administrators to promptly notify the

parents of students who are suspended--usually by telephone--followed by

a letter.

What procedures are required in cases of long suspension or expulsion?

Although the Supreme Court did not rule on this question in Goss,

it has indicated that long suspensions or expulsions "may require more

formal procedures." This is because due process is a flexible concept

that varies according to the possible seriousness of the penalty. When

the punishment may be more serious, procedural protections should be more

thorough.
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In many states, these procedures have been determined by local courts

or school boards. But in New York, the state Guidelines and Education /

Law (section 3214) spell out the detailed rights a student must be given

before he can be suspended for more than five days. Specifically, the

student and his parent have: (1) the right to "a fair hearing," (2) "rea-

sonable notice" about the hearing, (3) "the right of representation by

counsel," (4) "the right to cross-examine witnesses," and (5) "the right

to present witnesses and other evidence on his behalf." In addition, the

law 9rov1des that "a record of the hearing shall be maintained" (either by

a stenographer or a tape recorder) which a student can use if he appeals.

According to the New York Guidelines, "persons having direct knowl-

edge of the facts should be called to testify." Hearsay evidence alone is

not sufficient; there must be some direct evidence of guilt. Furthermore,

the Guidelines state that "the burden of proving guilt rests upon the per-

son making the charges, and the student is entitled to a presumption of

innocence of wrongdoing unless the contrary is proved."*

The Guidelines also explain the grounds for suspension, who can make

suspension decisions, and the process for appeal. The most frequent basis

for suspension is "insubordinate or disorderly" behavior, or conduct that

"endangers the safety, morals, health or welfare of others." Decisions to

suspend for more than 5 days can be made by the superintendent, not the

principal. A student may appeal a superintendent's decision to his board

of education and then to the Commissioner of Education.

*Guidelines f Student Rights and Responsibilities op. cit., P. 33.
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If a school official violates a student's consitutional

rights, can the student sue for money dama es?

This question was considered by the Supreme Court in the case of Wood

V. Strfckland in which two students were-suspended for three months with-

out due process for spiking the punch at a school dance.* The administra-

tors and school board members said they did what they thought was right

and did not intend to violate the students' rights. Out the Supreme Court

ruled that sincerity or ignorance of th c. law did not excuse their action.

The Court explained that a person who is responsible.for supervising

students can not justify violating their rights because he is uninformed

about the law. On the contrary, school personnel who discipline students

must be expected to act with good intentions and with knowledge of basic

student rights. Therefore, the Court ruled that a school official is not

free from liability for dame ?s "if he knew or reasonably should have

known that the action he took...would violate the constitutional rights of

the student affected."

When a student's rights are violated1 how

will the amount of damages be decided?

In 1978, the Supreme Court answered-this question in a case involving

two Chicago students who were suspended for 20 days without due process.**

Neither student introduced evidence to show any actual diMages they had

suffered as a result of their suspension. Their lawyer argued that they

*Wood v. Strickland, 420 U.S. 308 (1975).

**Carey v. Piohas, 45 Law Week 4224 (1978).
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should be awarded substantial damages beeauce they were deprived of their

constitutional rights, whether or not they suffered any injury. But the

"Supreme 'Court disagreed.

The Court ruled that when a student is deprived of his constitutional

rights, the amount of money damages,should dep"end on the circumstances of

the case. A student should be awarded substantial damages: (1) to deter

1

or punish school officials who intentionally deprive him of his rights or

(2) to compensate him for actual injury (which can include "mental and

emotional distress" as well as financial loss). But where the violation

is not intentional and no actual injury is shown, then the student is only

entitled to "the award of a nominal sum of money," like one dollar.

Summary

The Constitutional protection against being deprived of life, liberty

or property without due process applies to students in the public school.

Due process is a flexible, legal concept that requires fair procedures.

The procedures that are due a student vary according to the possible

seriousness of the penalties. When the punishment may be more serious,

a student is entitled to ihare thorough procedure.

Due process applies to all cases of suspension and expulsion. In

cases of short suspension, a student has the right to know the charges and

evidence against him and should have a chance to tell his side of the

story. In cases of suspension for more than 5 days, New York law provides

detailed procedural rights for students. These include the right to notice

and a hearing, representation by counsel, the right to present and cross-

examine witnesses, and the right to appeal.

0
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If a student is deprived of his constitutional rights, he can sue

school officials for money damages if they knew or should have known that

they were violating his rights. But the damages he can collect depend on

the circumstances of the case. A student will collect nominal damages

for any violation of his rights. He may collect substantial damages only

if he can show that he was actually injured or that sChool officials 'in-

tended to deprive him of his rights.
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE

Bill Thomas was about to finish his first year of high school. The

courses had been toug!..,:r than he expected; but he worked hard when he had.to,

and it looked like he'd be getting a 8 average. So at the end of school, he

was planning to relax and celebrate for a few days before starting his summer

job. That's why he bought a few "joints." He wasn't a regular user, but

he enjoyed smoking pot at parties and on special occasions. And finishing

school was one of those occasions.

But very quickly his good feelings collapsed. The principal heard a runor

that a student "dealer" had a big supply of "pot" in a locker in Bill's area

and used his pass key to search about 100 lockers. He never found the "big

supply," hut he did find Bill's few cigarettes.

He notified Bill that he was being suspended for five days for possession

of illegal drugs. Worse still, the principal advised Bill that he was turning

over this evidence to the poll . Bill was really worried. He had,never been

in serious trouble before. Hq wished he hadn't bought the cigarettes; but he

couldn't believe that this one mistake should cause him to be suspended and

perhaps have to go to court. It just didn't seem fair.

When his frird, Nancy, a real "brain," heard 0 Bill's troubles, she

showed him a copy of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution which says that:

The riahts of people to be secure...against unreasonable searches and seizuresto

shall not be violated and no warrants shall issue but u on robable cause.

Then she went on to explain that courts have interpreted this amendMent to metin_

that police need either a person's consent or a search warrant (a court order) to

search his hone, his car, or even a rented locker in a bus station.

Should this amendment prevent school officials from searching

students or their lockers without a warrant?



New Y. ork v. vsrton :* &% hin Rude t Lock rs

In Mount Vernon, New York, police detectives showed a search warrant to

the vice-principal and asked his help in searching Carlos Ovetton and another

high school student. The detectives searched Carlos and found nothing. ,They

then searched his locker where they found four marijuana cigarettes. But the

'warrant did noi authorize the police to seardh Overton's locker. Therefore,

his lancer argued that the entire search was illegal, and the evidence found

in the locker could not be used against him in court. The police,fhowever,

argued that even if the warrant was defective, the evidence could be used be-

cauie the vice-principal could and did give his consent to search the locker.

I1. Should school officials be able to search student locke'rs?

Is searching a student's locker like searching his home or

car? What are the similarities and differences?

2. Can you think of some circumstances when school officials

ought to search lockers? Are there some when they should

not?



The Opinion of the Court

Overton's lawyer argued that the Fourth Amendment's protection should apply

to a student's locker and desk just as it applies to his home. But the court

did not agree.

The judge held that even if the warrant was not valid, the vice-principal

had authority to consent to the search. This is because administrators are

responsible for protecting all students and because of the problems that occur

in a high school when large numbers of teenagers are gathered together. More-

over, parents who send their children to school have a right to expect that they

will be safe and not exposed to harm. Because of the dangers of teenagers using

illegal drugs, school officials have an obligation to investigate reports about

their possession, use, and sale.

In addition, at Mt. Vernon High School, students knew that the office had

their locker combinations. School rules explained what could and could not be

kept in lockers, and administrators have authority to inspect lockers to insure

that the rules are not broken. According to the court, school officials not only

have a right to inspect student lockers, "but this right becomes a duty" when

they have a suspicion that something illegal is hidden there.

In short, this case held that if administrator$ have reasonable suspicion

that something illegal is in a locker (1) they have a right to search the locker

without a warrant and (2) they have authority to consent to a search by police

officials.

*New York v. Overton, 301--Fi.Y. S. 2d 497 (1969).



Bellnier v. Lund:* Searching the Students

On December 6, 1974, Julie Bellnier and her fifth grade clasputes came to

school and hung up their coats inside their classroom as usual'. A short time

later, one of the students said he was missing three dollars from his coat

pocket. Since other students had complained of missing money in the past, and

since no one had left the classroom that morning, Robert Reardon and another

teacher started searching the class.

First, all the coats were searched; then students were asked to empty their

pockets. When the money was not fouod, the students were taken to the boys' and

girls restrooms by a male and female teacher. They were ordered to strip to

their underwear, and their clothes were searched. When the money was still not

located, the teachers searched the desks, books, and once again the coats. The

entire search lasted about two hours, but the missing money was never found.

Julie's parents and several others sued the teachers and administrators for

damages because they believed the search of their children was unreasonable and

illegal.

1

1. When is it reasonable for teachers or principals to search

students? If they believe that a student possesses some-

thing illegal, should this justify a search?

Should it be easier to justify searching a locker or desk

than searching a student's clothing?

Should administrators have more authority to search for

illegal.drugs or weapons than for missing money?

Beilnier v. Lund, 438 F.Supp. 47 (1977).



ppinion of thejata

In order to decide whether school officials have reasonable grounds to

search a student, the court must balance a number of factors It must consi-

der the students' right of privacy and the need to protect them against the

embarrassment that goes with a search of their clothing. It should also consi-
,

der the age, history and school record of the students. These factors must be

balanced against the seriousness of the problem to which.the search is directed,

the kind of evidence being sought, and whether there is an emergency that

requires an immediate search without a warrant.

Considering the facts of this case, the court concluded that the search was

not proper. There may have been a reasonable suspicion that someone in the

class had stolen money. But there were no facts which allowed the teachers to

suspect any particular student. Since there was "no reasonable suspicion to

believe that each student searched possessed...evidence of-a crire," the court

ruled that the search violated the Fourth Amendment.

In conclusion the judge wrote: "In view of the relatively slight danger

of the conduct involved (as opposed to drug possession, for example), the,

extent of the search, and the age of the students involved, this court cannot

in good consciencs say that the search undertaken was reasonable."

I_

Would you feel the same, or differently, if $100.Ord disappeared

\s

from the teacher's desk?

When can_police enter schools and question studen'..s? When can the search

sfUdents or their TockersT

According to New York Guidelines, police can enter schools: (1) if a crime

has been committed, (2) if they have a warrant for arrest or search, or (3) if
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they have "probable cause" to believe that a student is in possession of some-

*
thing illegal.

In the absence of a warrant or probable causkfolice "have no right to

interview students in the school building, or to use the school facilities in

connection with police work, nor does the board of education have any obligation

to make students available to the police." If police wish to speak to a student,

in the absence of a warrant or probable.cause, they should take the matter up

with the student's parents. The Guidelines further state:

"When police are permitted to interview students in school,

the students must be afforded the same rights they have

outMde school. They must be informed of their legal

rights, may remain silent if they so desire, and must be

protected from coercion and illegal restraint."

Summary

The Fourth Amendment, which protects citizens against "unreasonable earches

and seizures" applies differently in our schools than in our homes: A citizen's

hmne cannot be searched without consent or a valid warrant. But in New York,

student lockers can be searched without a warrant if school administrators have

reasonable suspicion to believe that something illegal is in the locker. This

"reasonable suspicion" also gives them authority to consent to a search by police.

In addition, if school officials have reasonable suspicion to believe that a

particular student possesses illegal drugs, weapons, or evidence of a crime, they

may be able to search the student's clothing. But the Fourth Amendment prohibits

administrators from searching student lockers indiscriminately. Moreover, it is

more difficult for officials to justify sealching student clothing thdn to

Guidelines for Students Rights and Responsibilities op.cit. p. 37.
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justify searchini'ileir lockers or desks. Some cqurts haie indicated that body

searches without a warrant are unreasonable unless a particular student is

suspected and unless there is a serious problem which requires immediate action.

There are different standards for police and school officials in searching

students or iheir lockers without a warrant. For example, police cannot search

a student'e locker unless they have probable cause to believe it contains some-

.t.:ag illegal. School officials, however, can search if they have reasonable

suspicion. Judges interpret this to mean that police need more evidence to

justify a search or seizure requiring "probable cause" than school officials who

merely need "reasonable suspicion." In addition, some judges have ruled that

evidence obtained by school officials under the "reasonable suspicion" standard

can be turned over to police and used in court, even though this evidence would

have been excluded in court if obtained directly by police.

'114141.4
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Student and Parent InnlysingLialsketion

Students influence what they learn in school in many ways. The way they

act in and out of class, the clubs they form,,the sports or other activities

they support or ignores all help create a school climate. If you have

attended more than one school, you have experiericed some differen.ces in school

climates. The climate of a school influences new students as they enter, land

they, by and large, become part of it and'help perpetuate it.

School newspapers and other publications, assemblies, "free speech forums"

And other o4-of-class activities are important aspects of a school's climate.

Sc., are disciplinary procedures, student courts, the way adults relate to

students and the way student leaders are chosen.

As we saw in our earlier discussion on freedom of expression, with the

right to free speech and free press, students have some opportunities to "teach"

and influence other stWents as well as their teachers and parents. These

opportunities occur outside the formal curriculum, in speeches, newspapers and

the like. However, there are students who would also like to decide what

courses they should take, what should be in those courses and how they should

be taught.

Can you describe some parts of your school's climate?

Would you want 'to make decisions about your school's courses?

Do you t you are qualified to decide?

Do you have a right to participate in making those decisions?

In general, decisions about courses and how they are taught are in the

hands of educators. School boards. administrators and teachers have the legal

right and responsibility to decide the goals and content of the courses you take
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and the methods by which you are taught. This fact, however, aes not

necessarily exclude students and parents from involvement in public etiucation.

Such involvement may take place.in various ways, some of which are listed

below:

1. A group of students and their parents have been unsuccessful in

getting their high school to teach courses in computer programming.

They then oiganized a campaip and made an impressive presentation

to the School Board, resulting in the introduction of such courses

into the high school program.

2. A group of high school students was convinced that their preferences

were not listened to by,their school administrators and not even

heard by the School Board. After careful planning, they successfully

petitioned the Board to have an elected Student Advisory Board that

would have an opportunity to express its views at Board meetings on

school issues bf interest to students.

3. For quite some time, students expressed dissatisfaction with the

curriculum of Hillside High School. They claimed that there weren't

enough electives and that the required courses were often outdated

and "irrelevant." After several meetings with the administrators

of the school and with concerned teachers, a curriculum committee

was created, composed of representatives from the faculty, students,

administration and the PTA. The task of the committee is to review

the curriculum every year and suggest changes.

4. The student government in Glenn High School was convinced that there

ought to be more student influence on the curriculum and on teaching

methods. With the aid of faculty advisors, they developed a form

whereby students could anonymously evaluate the courses they had

and make suggestions for their improvement.

The student government of South High was frustrated by its inability

to make changes in the curriculum. Some of the leaders thought that

the school administration just kept them busy with committee work,

but never used their ideas. They recommended that the students go

on a strike or occupy the principal's office until there was a

written promise accepting at least three of their recommendations.

6. The 26th Amendment of the United States Constitution reduced the

voting age to 18. Subsequently, the State of New York passed a law

making it possible for 18 year old students to serve as an elected

member of a School Board. Students old enough to vote, parents and

other voters in your local election could elect an 18 year old

student to membership on the School Board.

. Parents, of course, have a right to organize and tny to elect members

of the School Board who will represent their points of view on

educational matters. Through political power, parents can have a

great deal to say about schooling.
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What is Your qpinionr

Of the seven items above, which would be your preferred way of trying to

6 influence your schools?

Which is your least favorite way?

What are your reasons for your choices?

Which are the most time consuming?

Which generates the most cooperation among the various people

interest in schooling?

Can you suggest way5, other than those represented by the seven items

above, for students and parents to influence the schools?

Concluding Remarks

We are all consumers of a wide variety of human services. To get the most

out of these services, to improve them and even to get the best return on our

,
money, we all need to become more intelligent users of such services. Education

is one of these important services we all consume.

In New York, we have a right to go to school and a responsibility to do so.

While this right and responsibility is provided by state law, the federal Consti-

tution protects students' freedom of expression and due process in schools and

grants some protection against unreasonable searches. None of these rights is

absolute and they can all be limited under certain circumstances.

The more students know about their rights and their responsibilities,

educational, legal and political, the more power they will have in the intelligent

use of schooling as well as other human services.
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UNIT TEST

Multiple Choice: place the letter of the bpst choice in the blank on the left.

1. The basic right to education is given:

a. by the U.S. Constitution.
b. by state laws.
c. by the United Nations Charter.
d. by local school boards.

2. In New York, you must go to school:

a. until you graduate.
b. from.age 5 to 17.

c. from 6 to 16.

d. none of the above.

3. You do not have to go to school:

a. if you are mentally retarded.

b. if you can't speak English at all
c. If you are deaf and blind.

d. none of the above.

4. Freedom of speech:

a. is granted by New York state law.

b. is an absolute right.
c. is granted by the U.S. Constitution.

d. does not apply to public schools.

5. Controversial speech in schools:

a. can be prevented by administrators to maintain a calm atmosphere.

b. is only for school assemblies so both sides can be heard.

c. is for social studies classes only.

d. can be restricted if there is substantial disruption of the learn-

ing process.

Armbands, buttons and other symbols:

a. are protected the same as actual speech.

b. are symbolic speech and are protected.

c. can be restricted if they cause substantial disruption.

d. all of the above.
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UNIT TEST -

School newspapers:

a. can be censored by faculty advisors.

b. can be censored by schools if they pay for the paper.

c. can be censored only by majority vote of everyone in the school.

d. none of the-above.

School newspapers:

a. can be obscene as long as they are not dirty.

b. have absolute freedom of the press.

c. must not print obscene or libelous matters.

d. have More freedom than underground newspapers.

9. School newspapers:

a. can never be controlled by teachers or administrators.

b. can back one political candidate and ignore all others.

C. must never write about religion or sex.

d. none of the above.

10. Before a school can suspend you:

a. you should know why and have a chance to explain your side of

the matter.

b. there must be a written statement of the charges against you.

c. your parents must have a chance to talk with the principal.

d. none of the above.

11. In school punishment, due process:

a. is required by law, therefore it's always the same.

b. is a flexible idea and can be satisfied by different practices.

c. applies only to criminal matters.

d. none of the above.

12. Due process in schools:

a. must be more thorough if the violation is more serious.

b. Lust be used only if the School Board requires it.

c. must be granted only if ycwr parents request it.

d. is for students over 18 years old.

G3
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UNIT TEST -.

13. Due process in schools:

a. is required if you disagree with a grade your teacher gave you.

b. is required if you can't get into a class you want.

c. is required if they want you to go to a guidance conference

against your wishes.
d. none of the above.

14. The high school principal:

a. may search school lockers whenever he wishes.

b. may never search lockers without permission.

c. must announce when he'11 search lockers.

d. none of the above.

15. School lockers may be searched by administrators:

a. only if they assign or rent you the locks.

b. only if they have search warrants.

c. if they have reason to suspect you have illegal or dangerous

things in them.
d. if the police request the search.

16. School officials:

a. may never do a body search.

b. may do a "body search" only with a search warrant.

c. may do "body searches" just like locker searches.

d. are more limited in "body searches" than in locker searches.

17. The Constitutional protection against unauthorized search and

seizure:

a. does not apply to schools at all.

b. applies in schools the same as anywhere else.

c. applies in schools but not as strictly as outside of schools.

d. none of the above.

18. High school students:

a. have a right to criticize their schools.

b. are consumers of education just like they are consumers of food.

c. consume a variety of human services.

d. all of the above.
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UNIT TEST -

19. A written statement is legally obscene:

a. if it uses dirty words.

b. if it is considered vulgar by local citizens.

c. if it describes violence in revolting ways.

d. none of the above.

20. A student may sue school officials for money damages:

a. if his/her clearly established constitutional rights were

violated.

b. only if the violation of a right is intentional.

c. only if there was actual damage suffered.

d. only with the consent of the Board of Education.
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CONSir/UTIOM ODOM
143ST mazviwr TO THE
RIMS or =DENIS

AMENDMPIT
Congreu shall make no law *pectins an establishment of

..rellgior, or proldlaiting_the free exorcist thereof; or abridgiin the
freedom of speech, or dif.the press; or dut right of the people
peaceably to assernMet;end to petition the Coverricient for a
redresf of grievances.

AMINDMENT IV
The right of the people to be secure in their pemns, houses,

papers, arfd effects, against unreasonable searches ani seizures,
shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon
probable caus,e, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particnlarly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to
be seized.

AMENDMENT le
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise

infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indicment of a Grand
Jury, except in cases arising In the land or naval .forces, or in the
Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger;
nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice
put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witne5s against himsdf, nor be d2prived of
life, Lakerty, or property, without due process of lav..; nor shall pr:v2te

property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

AMENDMENT IX
The enumeration in the Constitut on, of certain rikl,hts, shall not be

construed to deny or d:spazage others retzined b tlie neJp1e.

AMENUNIENT x
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constit,:tion,

nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respec-

tively, or to the people.

AMENDMENT XIV
.5ectimi 1 All persons born or n.i:uralized in the United States,

and !object to the Itirkdictkm thereof, are citizens of tir United 5tates

and of the State wherein they ret,ide, No State shall make or enforce

any law ivhich skill ilhridge the privile;;es or immunities of citizenr,

of the United States; nor shall my te depri..I. Nrson of life,
liberty, or property, without clw process of law, nor deny to any
person within its jurisJiction the equal proteition of the laws.

PRON>3FD EQUAL RiCiiTS AMENDMENT
Equality of rights under the law mot be ur abrid:-,ed by

the United States or by any state on account of `.1.`X.
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Excerpts fres "Educational Law Manual"

publjshed by the Statewide Youth Advocacy Project
429 Powers Building

Rochester, New York 14614

de

.0411^

The New York Siete Constitution inkrticle XI, Section L, requires t:-.e

legislature of this state "to provide for the maintenance and support of a

system of free common schools, wherein all the children of this state may be

1:lacated." The legislature, pursuant to this mandate, has enacted Section

3202 of the Education Law, which provides, in part:

"(l) A person over five and under twenty-
one years of age who has not received a
high school Aiploma is entitled to at-
tend the public schools maintained in
the district in which such person'resides
without the payment of tuition."

The statute permits 1-.oards of education, 'however, to r.:._use ad:r.iss.)n to a

five year old after the beginning of a school year unless he reaches the age

of five on or before the f rst day of DeceMber.

It is important to remember that the right to education in New York State

d broad one extended generally to persons between the ags of five and

twenty-one. It is not a right which is "conditional" upon a person's being

subject to compulsory educAtion laws.

-25--
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The basis of tlot right to Aucation are numerous and may be found, with

respect to special groups, in a variety of Aegai provisions. Many of these

provisions -- such as CTIse concernil,q Title 1, bilingual education, race and

sex discrimination, education of the handicapped and student discipline -- are

discussed in other parts of this manual.

2. Compulsory Education

Various legal provisions refer to persons of "compulsory attendance age,"

cz to persons required to attend school in accordance with Part I of Article

65 of the Education Law. The requirements of Part I of Article 65 are briefly

the following:

a. Full-time Instruction

Peraona aged from six to sixteen arc required to attend full-time in-

s:ruction pursuant to Education Law §3205, subject to two exception:

(1) a person who completes a four-year high school
course of study is not rubject to any of the
compulsory education or,avisions in Part I of
Article 65 of the Education Law7

(2) a minor who has applied for and eligible
for a full-time emoloyment cert ate,

-though he is unemoloyed, may be permitted
to attend part-time rather than full-*c.ime
instruction, but must receive not less than
twenty hours of instruction per week. (ror
a fuller discussion of employment certificates
and dropout procedures, see pages 34-36 of this
manual.)

so.

In addition to this statewid, te, Er,etion 3205 of the Education

authoris, but doc-s not retrr, the board of c,ducatil-: in e;Ich city of th-

state (:-.1(1 in linion free school cli.trcts having more than 4,500 inhabtants
and _oying a supi.!rintendnt of school) to requ:re from nixttn

!-:t.:venten year of age who are not L:7ployed to attcnd full-time day in-
.i.,
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b. Part-time Instruction

,

Section 3207 of the Education Law provides that in each city and school
,

1111

.

district in which evening instruction is p , each person n'aged seventee

to twenty-one who is unable to speak,,read arn write English as required for

the completion of the fifth grade, and who is not attending equivalent day in-

struction must attend evening instruction.

The board of education of a city or district is also authorized to require

attendance in a part-time instructional program. Section 3206 of the Education

Law authorizes ,the bogrd of education of a city or district (except lith respect

to graduateu of a four-year course cf seccndary intruction):

(1) to requiris each employod minore,from sixteen
to s6venteen years of age to attend a oart-
time instructional program; and

(2) to re9uire cach perL..on ovt!.c the oge of six-
teen and under the age of eighteen who is not
in regular full-time attendance in day school,
or who is regularly and lawfully employed, to
attend part-time instruction.

Persons who are "in parental relation" to and in control of someone under

the age of twenty-one are required to make sure that the individual attendsre-

quired instruction. (Education Law §3321.2, 3232-3233) . In som.:., cases the

child may be subject to the PINS (Persons in r,,2d of Superviion) jurisdiction

of Family Court, or the parent subject to Qlmrges of neglect, based upon inade-

quate attendance.

The State Ccrnmisionf!r of ior. is re4uic: t ;,)ervise ,and ,.:n;erce

all sctions of Part I c)f Articl,:? 65 of the Education Law; he is also authorized

to withhold funds from schoril ditLict.-,, which after receiving notice, willfully

omit and refue to enforce the provi:un of that. part. (Edt4C,5tion Law §3234).

The 1,070 proviiory; !,ul.jcct tu (lif(Jrcem.?nt include th.2 f:ectiorts dealing

with :Lolicioncr V vS nd cmp3oyInt-nt certificdt. (Sc pages 31-37 of

tht maruml.)

Pow
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b. .Employment Ceitificates and Drop:2ut Procedures

As noted earlier, there generally comes a time in a child's education

usually before graAution fromffhigh hooI -- when, thou9h the llw still entiles

him or her to a free public education, it no longer compels his or her attendance.

'Having attended school for a decade and only a few credits away from graduation,

the student -- still a minor -- has thrust upon him or her the option to terminate

his or her educational career.

The legislature has done far less than it might to secure, for these children,

the right "to educational opportunities which will enable (them) to develop

(their) fullest potentialities for education, physical, social and spiritual

growth as (individuals)..." (Education La0 §3213(l)(a)).

The legislature has cr:.!atod, however, fairly rigorous anc: enforce'able

-

legal provisions regarding the i suance of employment certificates to persons

under eighteen years of age (Ed cation Law H321.5-3234). These provisions serve

a dual purpose -- for a child of compulsory attendance age these laws help to

ensure that he will receive in:AruLtic-k and generally, for all Children undr

eighteen their purpose is to "insure that an employer will not hire a minor

without the knowledge of the Board of Education and its assent thereto as mani-

fested by the employment certificate..." Sacripante v. United Metal Spinning Co.

299 N.Y. 419 (l94)). Nut by accident, th ,. lcjislature has given educationAl

rather than labor authoritie:; su2orvision over the issuance of employment cer-

tificates. This legislativ chntc,! must impose upon school authorities thc

responsibility of providin sOrn .! connsoling pricy to the inL,n,tnce of a ccfrtificlr,

to ensure that a Careful, informtd def:ision is male.

Although zone employncr.t (e.g., 1 'or-;itting when ..ichcol attendance is not

regniroa) inly be performed wh.hont an t21,;ploymtnt crtificalLo, thc, general rule
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.is that: no person ueder eighteen years of age may be employed.unless ha or she

has and presents an appropriate employeient certificate, and in any case, no per-
,

son under eighteen may be employed during the hours when school attendance is

. required by the compulsory education law. (Education Law §3215).

Briefly, there are five, major types of employment certificates:

(1) the nonefactOry employment certificate, which may
be issued to a minor fourteen and fifteen years
of age who is attending dal. school;

(2) the student general employment certificate, which
may be issued to a minor sixteen or seventeen years
of age who is attending at school (valid for factciry
as well as for other trade, business or service employ-
ment);

(3) the full-time r,mrlloyment côrtificate, which m.21, be

issued only. to a minor sixten or .seventeen years
of age who is not attending day school or who de-
clares his intntion to lr!ave day school for a full-
time empii.dynt, or to a r:inor who is greduate of a
four year high school;

(4) the limited employment crtificate (further limit-
inq otherwise em:AoymPnt to a particu-
lar employer and occupation based ulmn physician's
determination of a minor's limited physical fitness); and

(5) the special employment certificate, which may be'issued
to a minor fifteen years of age found "incapable of
profiting from further instruction" in accordance with
the exemption-from-attendance provision of the Educa-
tion Law (discussed at p. 49 of this handbook) and
regulationn of the CoT=izzioner of Education, and only
then upon compliance with the special requirements
estatilished for iss,lance ,Jf a full-time employment
certificate (Ilot valid fc:r factory cmploymnt).

It 1f4 il for a nrIlool ofFicia.: to ir:;11,., any tvw,:, of employmnt cs-

tificete without evidence of gc, a certificate of physical fitne.s,

and thi, written cont.ent ot the paront or guardian. (Edt,cation Law §3217)._
Furthermore, it is illeqal for a official to is!-;ue a full-time or

spt.cial employment certificate unlc.5:s a "schooling recor,1" (Education law 1:3222)

4



is subiltted, and unlesa the parent or guardian Cf a minor who has not 'yet

gradmated Zoos high school vpurs, in person,before the isining offizi."1- to

consent to the issuance of such a certif cate (Education Law 53219).

In any district in which the board of education makes full-tins day at-

tendance compulsory for minors from sixteen to seventeen years of age who 4ra

not employed. it is illegal for a school official to issue a fall-time or

special employment certificate unless the student submit* a signed "pledge of

unemployment," including the times, nature and type of employment anticipated.

(tducation.Lav SS3217, 3221).

The legal provisions governing the issuance of employment certificates

underscore the importance of safeguarding the right to education -- 'even' .or
9.

children whose attendance is not compulsory. These provisions, like those

governing compulTr.attendance, are required to be enforced by the State

Commissioner of Education, who, after due notice, may withhold one-half of cal

public schodl monies from any city or district which willfully omits and re-

fuses to enforce them. (Education Law §3234; see also 5S3232-33).

Plainly, if such guidelines must be followed before a district may ta%e

steps necessary -- in most cases to enable a minor to reduce the amount of

his instructions to obtain employment, reason would e,Imand that even grea7..r

safeguards be taken before a school district condones any drastic reducticm

in the instruction of a non-high school graduate where immediate employment is

not anticipated. The implementation of a procedure requiring, at a bare m;n4-

mum, a conference with the parent or guardian as well as with the potential

dropout before a student over compulsory attendance age could be voluntarily

"dropped," would be relatively simplt . and is obviously both necessary and

desirable in view of rising "dropout" rates.*

*Where a "drop" is not voluntary, and therefore amounts to a suspension,
the due process procedures applicable in.suspension cases should be
insisted upon.
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Excrpt

TINKER vs DU MOINES
fee 241 IOU
-Aft. Justice Fortes delivered the opinion of the Court.

Petitioner John F. Tinker. 15 years old. and petitioner Christopher Eck-
herdt. 16 years old. attended high schools in Des Moines. Iowa. Petitioner
Mary Beth Tinker. John's sister. was a 13-year-old student in junior high
school.

In December 1965. a group of adults and students in Des Moines held a
meeting at the Eckhardt home. The group determined to publicize their ob-
jections to the hostilities in Vietnam and their support for &truce by wearing
black armbands during the holiday season and by fasting on December 16
and New Year% Eve. Petitioners and their parents had previously engaged
in similar activities, and they decided to participate in the program.

The principals of the Des Moines schools became aware of the plan to
wear armbands. On December lei 1965. they met and adopted a policy
that any student wearing an armband to school would be asked to remove
it. and if he refused he would be suspended until he returned without the
armband. Petitioners were aware of the regulation that the school authori-
ties adopted.

On December 16. Mary Beth and Christopher wore black are:ands to
their schools. John Tinker wore his armband the next day. They w:re all
sent home and suspended from school until they would come back without
their armbands. They did not return to school until afte: the planned period
for wearing armbands had expiredthat is. until after New Year's Day.

.,.,csAze?

.-.11.1,1411t1M. ' 3

As we thall discuss1 the wearing of armbands in the circumstances of this
ease was alligely divorced from actually or potentially disruptive ionduct

q

by those participating in it. It was closely akin to -pure spear which. we
have repeatedly held, is entitled to comprehensive protection under the
First Amendment.

First Amendment rights, applied in light of the special characteristics of
the school environment. are availahle to teachers and students. It can hardly
be argued that either students or teachers shed their conlitutional rights to
freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate. This has been the
unmistakable holding of this Court for almost SO years.

In West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette. the Court said:
"The Fourteenth Amendment. as now applied to the States, protects the citizen

against the State itself and all of its creaturesBoards of Educszion not excepted.
These have, of course. important. delicate: and highly discretionary functions. but
none that they may not perform within the limits of the Bill of Rights. That they are
educe:ins the youns for citizenship is reason for scrupulous protection of Constitu-
tional freedoms of the indual. if we are not to strangle the free mind at its source
and teach youth to discount imponant principles or our government u mere
plaatudn."

On the other hand. the Court has repeatedly emphasized the need for
affirming the comprehensive authority of the States and of school officials.
consistent with fundamental constitutional safeguards. to prescribe rand
control conduct in the schools. Our problem lies in the arca where studcnts
in the exercise of First Amendment rights collide with the rules or the
school authorities.

Only a few of the 18400 students in the school system wore the black
armbands. Only five students were suspended for wearing them. There is no
indication that the work of the schools or any class was disrupted. Outside
the classrooms, a few students made hostile remarks to the children wearing
armbands. hut there were no threats or acts of violence on school premises.

7 7
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The. District Court concluded that the action of the school authorities

was reasonable because it was bued upon their fear of disturbance from

the wearing of the armbands. But, in our system. undifferentiated fur or

apprehension of disturbance is not enough to overcome the right to freedom

of expression. Any departure from absolute regimentation may caLISC irou.

ble. Any variation from the majority's opinion may inspire rear. Any word

spoken. in class, in the lunchroom1 or on the campus. that deviates from the

views of another person may start an argument or cause a disturbance. But

our Constitution says wc must take this risk. and our history says that it is

this sort or hazardous freedomthis kind of opennessthat is the basis of

our national stiength and of the independence and vigor of Americans who

grow up and live in this relatively permissive, often disputatious. society.

In order for the State in the person of school officials to Justify prohibi-

tion of a panicular expression or opinion, it must be able to show that its

action was caused by something more than a mere desire to avoid the dis-

comfort and unpleasanmess that always accompany an unpopular view.

point. Certainly where there is no finding and no showing that engaging in

the forbidden conduct would -materially and substantially interfere with the

requirements of appropriate discipline in the operation of the school." the

prohibitionvannot be sustained.
In the present case. school authorities did not purport to prohibit the

wearing of all symbols or political or controversial significance. The 7:zord

shows that students in some of the schools wore buttons relating to national

political campaigns. and some even wore the Iron Cross. traditionally a

symbol of Nazism. The order prohibiting the\yearing of armbands did not

extend to these. Instead. a particular symbol-,7black armbands worn to

exhibit opposition to this Nation's involvement in Vietnamwas singled

out for prohibition. Clearly, the prohibition ofexpression or one particular

opinion, at least without evidence that it is necessary to avoid material and

suhstantial interference with schoolwork or discipline, is not constitutionally

permissible.
In our system. state-operated schools may not be enclaves of totalitarian-

ism. School officials do not possess absolute authority over their students.

Students in school as well as out or school are "persons" under our Con-

stitution. They are possessed of fundamental rights which the State must

respect. just as they themselves must respect their obligations to the Slate.

in our system. students may not be regarded as closed-circuit recipients of

only that which the State chooses to communicate. They may not be :on-

fined to the expression or those sentiments that are officially approved. In

the absence of a specific showing of constitutionally valid reasons to regu-

late their speech. students are entitled to freedom of expression of their

views. As Judge Gewin. speaking for the Fifth Circuit, said, school officials

cannot suppress -expressions of feelings with which they do not wi4h to

contend."

In Meyer v. Nebraska. Mr. Justice McReynolds expressed this Nation's

repudiation of the principle that a State might so conduct its sehools as to

'foster a homogeneous people." He said: r
'In order to submerge the individual and develop ides/ citizens. Sparta assembled

ths males at wen into barracks and entrustoi their subsequent education and train.

ing 10 anCild guardians. Although such measures have been deliberately approved

by men cc great genius. their ideas touching the relation between individual and &Ate

well wholly different from those upon which our institutions rest: and it hardly will

be affirmed that any Legislature could impose such restrictions upon the people or a

state without doing violence to both letter and spirit of the Constitution.

8
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This *Iasi* baS been repeited by this Court on numerOus Occasions

during the immesh* yews. Mr. Justice Brennan. speaking for the Court.

mid:
nbe vino paclictias oreenstitiliossi Dodoes is soirhare more tal than in

alogalomoollY Alseriesa schools. The elateroom ispeenliarly the Inarkerptase of

*sig Tag btatioiN fs demos um, kadors trained avail* wide exposure to

tint vu neisanie ot ideas which discovers truth 'out of a multitude of tonsure
[rsbsij than tivingh any kind of authoritative selection"

The principle of these cases is not confined to the supervised and ordained

discussion which lakes place in the classroom. The principal use to which

the schools are dedicated is to accommodate students during prescribed

hours for the purpose of certain types of activities. Among those activities

is personal intertommunication among the students. This is not only an

inevitable part of the process of attending school: it is also an important

part of the educational process. A student's rights. therefor& do not em-

brace merely the classroom hours. When he is in the cafeteria, or on the

playing field. Or on'the campusduring the authorized hours. he may express

his opinions. even on controversial subjects like the conflict in Vietnam. if
he does so without -Materially and substantially interfer[ing] with the

requirements of appropriate discipline in the operation of the school" and

without colliding with the rights of others. But conduct by the student. in

class or out of it, which for any reasonwhether it stems from time. place.

or type of behaviormaterially disrupts classwork or involves substantial

disorder or invasion of the rights of others is. of course. not immunized by

the constitutional guarantee of freedom of speech.

Under out' Constitution. free speech is not a right that is given only to be

so circumscribed that it exists in principle but not in fact. Freedom of ex-

pression would not tryly exist if the right could be exercised only in an area

that a benevolent government has provided as a safe haven Tar crackPots.

The Constitution says that Congress (and the States) may not abridge the

right to fret speech. This provision means what it says. We properly read it

to permit reasonable regulation of speech-connected activities in carefully
restricted circumstances. But we do not confine the permissible exercise of
First Amendment rights to a telephone booth or the four corners of a
pamphlet. or to supervised and ordained discussion in a school classroom.

If a regulation were adopted by school officials forbidding discussion of

the Vietnam conflict, or the expression by any student of opposition to it

anywhere on school property except as part of a prescribed classroom exer-

cise, it would be obvious that the regulation would violate the constitutional
rights or students. at least if it could not be justified by a showing that the
students' activities would materially and substantially disrupt the work and

discipline of the school,
These petitioners merely went about their ordained rounds in school.

Their deviation consisted only in wearing on their sleeves a band of black
cloth, not more than two inches wide. They wore it to exhibit their disap-
proval of thc Vietnam hostilities and their advocacy of a truce, to make their

views known, and. by their example. to influence others to adopt them.
They neither interrupted school activities nor sought to intrude in the school

affairs or the lives of others. They caused discussion outside or the class-

rooms, but no interference with work and no disorder. In the circumstances.

our Constitution does not permit officials of the State to deny their form of
ex pression.

We express no opinion as to the form or relief which should be grnnted.

this being a matter for tnc lower courts to determine. We reverse and remand

for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.
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Mr. Justice' Black. dissenting.

4T

The Court's holding in this case ushers in what I deem to be an er.tirely
new era in which the RoWer to control pupils by the elected "oflici..'s of
state supported public schools **" in the United States is "in ui...:nate
effect transferred to thc Supreme Court.

Assuming that the Court is correct in holding that the conduct of wear-
ing armbands for the purpose of conveying political ideas is protected by
the First Amendment. the crucial remaining questions arc whether stu-,

dents and teachers may use the schools at their whim as a platform for the
exercise of free speech---symbolic" or "pure"ond whether the courts will I
allocate to themselves the fltnction of deciding how the pupils' school day'
will be spent.

Wite the absence of obscene 'remarks or boisterous and loud disorder
perhaps justifies the Court's statement that the few armband students did
not actually "disrupt" the classwork. I think thc record overwhelmingly
shims that the armbands did exactly what the elected school officials and
principals foresaw they would. that is. took the students' minds off their
classwork and diserted them to thoughts about the highly emotional sub,
ject of the Vietnam ,war. [And I repeat that] if the time has come' when
pupils of state-supported sch000ls. kindergartens. grammar schools. or high
schdols. can defy and flout orders of school officials to keep their minds on
their own schoolwork. it is the beginning of a new revolutionary era of per-
missiveness in this country fostered by the judiciary.

I deny [therefore.] that it has been the "unmistakable holding or this
Court for almost 50 years" that "students" and "teachers" take with them
into the "schoolhouse gate" constitutional rights to "freedom of speech or
expression." The truth is that a teacher of kindergarten, grammar school.
or high school pupils no more carries into a school with him a complete
right to freedom of speech and expression than an anti-Catholic or anti-
Semite carries with him a complete fiveclom of speech and religion into a
Catholic church or Jewish synagogue. It is a myi to say that any persci
has a constitutional right to say what he pleases. where he pleases. and
when he pleases. Our Court has decided precisely the opposite.

In my view. wachers in state-controlled public schools are hired to teach
there ... certainly a teacher is not paid to go into school and teach subjects
the State does not hire him to teach as a part of its selected cumeulum. Nor
are public school students sent to the schools at public expense :o broadcast
political or any other views to educate and inform the public. The original
idea of schools. which I do not believe is yet abandoned as worthless or out
of date. was that children had not yet reached the point of experience and
wisdom which enabled them to teach all of their elders. It may be that the
Nation has outworn the old-fashioned slogan that "children are to be seen
not heard." but one may. I hope. be permitted to harbor the thought, that
taxpayers send children to school on the premise that at their age they,need
to learn, not teach.

Change has been said to be truly the law of life but sometimes the old
and the tried and true are worth holding. The schools of this Nation have
undoubtedly contributed to giving us tranquility and to making us a more
law-abiding people. Uncontrolled and uncontrollable liberty is an enemy
to domestic peace. We cannot close our eyes to the fact that some of the
country's greatest problems are crimes committed by the youth. too many
of school age4 &hoof discipline, like parental discipline, is an integral and
important part of training our children to be good citizensto be better
citizens. Here a very small number of students have crisply and summarily

8 0



refused to obey a school order designed to sive pupils who want to lurn the
oppottunity to do so. One does not need to be a prophet or the san of a
ifrophat to know that taller the Coures holding today some students in lows
schools and indeed, in all schools will be ready. able. and willing to defy
their teachers on practically all orders. This is the more unfortunate for the
sehools since groups of students all over the land are already running loose,
condueting break-ins. sitins. lie-ins. mid smash-ins. Many of tIlese studimt
groups. as is all too familiar to ail who read the newspapers and watch the
television news programs. hate 'already engased in rioting, property sei-
zures. and destruction. They have picketed schools to force students not to
cross their picket lines and have too Wien violently attacked earnest but
frightened students who wanted an education that the pickets did not want
them to get. Students engaged-in such activities arc apparently confident
that they know kr mare about.how to operate public school systems than
do their parents, teachers, and elected school °MAIL ft is no answer to
say that the particular students here have not yet reached such high points
in their demands to attend classes in order to exercise their political ores-
sures. Turned loose with lawsuits for damages and injunctions against their
teachers as they are here, it is nothing but wishful thinking ao imagine that
young. immature studems will not soon believe it is their right to control the
schools rather than the right of the States that collect the taxes to hire the
teachers for the benefit of the pupils. Thiii cum therefore. wholl .V. without

constitutional reasons in my judgment. subjects all the publiC schools in the

country to the whims and caprices of their loudest-mouthed..but maybe not
their brightest. students. I. for one. am not fully persuaded that school

pupils are wise enough. even with this Court's expert help from Washington.

to run the 23.390 public school systems in our 50 States. I wish. therefore.
wholly to disclaim any purpose on my part to hold that the Federal Consti-

tution compels the teachers. parents, and elected school t-ifiiira-Str-
render control of the American public school system to public school

students. I dissent.
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Excerpts From:

GOSS r. LOPEZ

la& 22, 1975

Mr. Justice White delivered the opinion oPine Court.

This appeal by iarious administrators/Of the Columbus. Ohio. Public

School System, ("CPSS1 challenges the indgment of a threc-julge federal

court, declaring that appelleesvarious high school students in the CPSS

were denied due process of law contrary to the command of the Four-,

teenth Amendment in that they were temporarily suspended from their high

schools without a heariig either prior to suspension or within a reasonable

time thereafter, and enjoining the administrators to remove all references to

such suspensions from the students' records.

Two named plaintiffs. Dwight Lopez and Betty Crome, were students at

the Central High School and McGuffey Junior High School, respectively.
The former was suspended in connection with a disturbance in the lunch-

room which involved some physical damage to school property. Lopez
testified that at least 75 other students were suspended from his school on

the same day. He also testified below that he was not a party to thedestruc-

tive conduct but was instead an innocent bystander. Because no one from

the school testified with regard to this incident, there is no evidence in the

record indicating the official basis for concluding otherwise. Lopez never

had a hearing.
Betty Crome was present at a demonstration at a high school different

from the one she was attending. There she was arrested together with others.

taken to the police station, and released without being formally charged.
Before she went to school on the following day, she was notified that she

had been suspended for a 10-day period. Because no-one from the school

testified with respect to this incident, the record does not disclose how the

McGuffey Junior High School principal went about making the decision to

suspend Betty Crome nor does it disclose on what information the decision

was based. It is clear from the record that no hearing was ever held.

At the outset, appellants contend that because there is no constitutional

right to an education at public expense. the Due Process Clause dee$ not

protea, against expulsions from the public school system. This posifkon

misconceives the nature of the issue and is refuted by prior decisions. The

Fourteenth Amendment forbids the State to deprive any person of life.

liberty or property without due process of law. Protected interests in prop-

erty are normally "not created by the Constitution. Rather, they are created

and their dimensions are defined" by an independent source such as state

statutes or rules entitling the citizcn to certain benefits. Having chosen to

extend the right to an education to people of appellees' class generally.

Ohio may not withdraw that right on grounds of misconduct absent funda-

mentally fair procedures to determine whether the misconduct,has occurred.

The authority possessed by the State to prescribe and enforcestandards of

conduct in its schools, although concededly very broad. musi be exercised

consistemly with constitutional safeguards. Among other th;ngs. the State

is constrained to recognize, a student's legitimate entitlement to a public

edL':_tion as a property interest whic* is protected by the Due Process

Clause and which may not be taken away for misconduct without adher-

ence to the m aim um procedures required by that clause.

82
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The Due ProCess Clause also forbids arbitrarr deprivations of liberty.
"Where a person's good name, reputation, honor, or integrity is at stake
because of what the government is doing to him" the thiniatal nsviranents
of the clause must be satisfied. School au ,tkorities here suspended appellees
froM school for periods of up to 10 days based on charges of misconduct.
If sustained and recorded. those charges could seriously damage the stu-
dents' standing with their fellow pupils and their teachers as well as inter-
fere with later opportunities for higher education and employment. it is
apparent that the claimed right of the State to determine unilaterally and
without process whether that misconduct has occurred immediately col-
lides with the requirements of the Constitution.

Appellants proceed to argue that even if there is a right to a public edu-
cation protected by the Due Process Clause generally, the clause comes into
play only when the Stale subjects a student to a "wverexIetriment or griev-
ous lose The loss of I0 days. i,t is said, is neither severe nor grievous and
the Due Process Clause is therefore of no relevance. 4ppellee's argument
is apin l'efUtga by our prior decisions: for in determining "whether due
process requiremeits apply in the first place, we must look notjo the
-weight but to the nature of the interest at stoke."

A,short suspension ols of course a far milder deprivation than expulsion.
But. -education is perhaps the most important function of state and local
governments." ... and the total exclusion from the educational process for
more than a trivial period. and certainly if the suspension is for 10 days. is a
serious event in the life of the 'suspended child. Neither the property interett
in educational benPfits temporarily denied nor the liberty interest in reputa-
tion. which is also implicated, is so insubstantial that su;pensions may con-
stitutionally be imposed by any procedure the school chnnses. no matter
how arbitrark. .4

-Once it is ddermined that due process ;polies. the question remains
what process is due." At the very minimum, therefore. students facing sus-
pension and the consequent interference with a protected property interest
must be given some kind of notice and afforded some kind of hearirv -Par-
ties whose rights are to be,affected are entitled to be heard: and in oruer that
they may enjoy that right fhey must first be notified."

The student's interest is to avoid unfair or mistaken C%CIUSIt1 from the
educational process. with all or its unfortunaie consequences. Ti%.. Due Pro-
cess Clause will not shield..tr from suspensions properly imposed. but it
disserves both his interest andihe interest of the Stoe if his 'suspension :s in
fact unwarranted. The concern would be mostly icademic if the disciplinary
process were a totally .accurate, unerring process. never mistaken and
never c-..rair. Unfortunately, that is not the case, and no one suggests that it
is. Disciplinarians. although proceeding in utmost good faith, frequently act
on the reports and advice of others: and the controlling facts and the nature
of the conduct under challenge are often disputed. The risk of err& is not
at all trivial, and it should be guarded against if that may be done without
prohibitive cost or interference with the educational process.

The difficulty is that cur schools are vast and complex. Some modicum
of discipline and order is essential if the educational function is to be per
formed. Events calling for discipline are frequent occurrences and some
limes require immediatt. effective action. Suspension is considered not only
to be a necessary tool to maintain order but a valuable educat:onal device.



The prospect of imposing elaborate hearing requirements in every sus-
pension cue is viewed with great concern, and many school authorities
may well prefer the untrammeled power to act unilaterally. unhunpered by
rules about nntice and hearing. But it would be a strange disciplinary sys-
tern in an educational institution if no communicatidn was sought hy the
disciplinarian with the student in an effort to inform him of his defalcation
and to let him tell his side of the story in order to make sure that an injustice

is not done.
We do not believe that school authorities must be totally free from notice

and hearing requirements if their schools are to operate with acceptable
efficiency. Students facing temporary suspension have interests qualifying
;or protection of the Due Process Clause. and due process requires. in con-
nection with a suspension or 10 days or less, that the student he given oral
or written notice of tha charges against him and. if he denies them, an ex-
planation of the evidence the authorities have and an opportunity to-present
his side of the story. The clause requires at least these rudimentary precau-
tions against unfair or mistaken. findings of misconduct and arbitrary ex-
clusion from school.

- There need be no delay between the time "notice" is given and the time
of the hearing. In the creat majority or casts the disciplinarian may in-

formally discuss the alleged misconduct with the student minutes after it
has occurred. We hold only that, in being given an opportunity to ey.alain

his version or the facts at this discussion, the student first be told wha. he
is accused of doing and what the basis of the accusation is.

Since the hearing may occur almost immediately following the mis-
conduct, it follows that as a general rule notice and hearing should precede

removal of the student from school. We agree with the District Court. how-

ever, that there are recurring situations in which prior notice and hearing
cannot be insisted upon. Students whose presence pasesa continuing.danger

to persons or property or an ongoing threat of disrupting the academic proc-

ess may be immediately removed from school. In such cases. the necessary

notice and rudimentary hearing should follow Rs soon as practicable, as the

District Court indicated.
In holding as we do. we do not believe that we have imposed procel.dures

on school disciplinarians which are inappropriate in a classroom setting.
Instead we have imposed requirements which are, if anything. less than a
fair-minded school principal would impose upon himself in order to avoid

a
unfair suspensions.

We stop short of construing the Due Process Clause to require. country-

wide. that hearings in connection with short suspensions must afford the

student the opportunity to secure counsel, to confront and cross-examine

witnesses to verify his version of the incident. Brief disciplinary suspensions

are almost countless. To impose in each such case even truncated trial type

procedures might well overwhelm administrative facilities in many places

and, by diverting resources. cost more than it would save in educational ef-

fectiveness. Moreover, further formalizing thc suspension process and es-

calating ittt formality ar.d adversary nature may not only make it too costly

as a regular disciplinary tool but also destroy its effectiveness as patt of the

teaching process.
On the other hand. requiring effective notice and informal hearing per-

mitting the student to give his version of the events will provide a mean-

ingful hedge against erroneous action. At least the disciplinarian will be

alerted to the existence of disputes about facts and arguments about cause

and effect. He may then determine himself to summon the accuser. permit

cross-examination and allow the student to present his own witnesses. In

more difficult cases, he may permit counsel. In any event., his discretion will

be more informed and we think the risk of error substantially reduced.

8 4
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Requiring that there be at least an infonual give-and-take between student
and disciplinarian. preferably prior to the suspension. will add little.to the
fact-finding function where the disciplinarian has himself witnessed the con- /
duct formina the basis for the charge. But things are not always as they
seem to be, and the student will at least have the opportunity totcharacterize
his conduct and put it in what he deems the proper context.

We should also make it clear thin we have addrased ourselves solely to
the short suspension, not exceeding 10 days. Longer suspensions or expul-
sions for the remainder of the school term. or permanently, may require
more fbrmal procedures. Nor do we put aside the possibility that in un-
usual situations, although involving only a short suspensions. something
more than the rudimentary procedures will be required.

The District Court found each of the suspensions involved here to have
occurred without a hearing, either before or after the suspension, and that
each suspension was therefore invalid and the statute unconstitutional in-

sofar u It permits such suspensions without notiFe or hearing. Accordingly.
the judgment is 4ffirmed.

Mr. Justice Powell. with whom The ChiefJustice, Mr. Justice Blackmun.
and Mr. Justice Rehnquist join. dissenting.

The Court today invalidates an Ohio statute that permits student susOen-
slons from sci.00l without a hearing -for not more than ten days." The de-
cision unnecessarily opens avenues for judicial intervention in the operation
of our public schools that may affect adversely the quality of education.
The Court holds for the first time that the federal courts. rather than educa-
tional officials and state legislatures, have the authority to determine the
rules aimlicable to routine classroom discipline of children and teenagrs in

the public schools. It justifies this unprecedented intrusion into the process
of elementary and secondary education by identifying a new constitutional
right: the right of a student not to be suspended for as much as a single day
without notice and a due process hearing either before or promptly follow-

ing the suspension.
In an age when the home and church play a diminishing role in st-aping

the character and value judgments of the young. a heavier responsibility
falls upon the schools. When an immature student merits censure for his
conduct. he is rendered a disservice if appropriate sanctions are not applled
or if procedures for their application arc so formalized as to invite a chal-
lenge to the teacher's authorityan invitation which rebellious or even
merely spirited teenagers are likely to accept.

The lesson of discipline is not merely a manerof the student's self-interest
in the shaping of his own character and personality: it proviaes an early un-
derstanding of the relevance to the social compact of respect for the rights
of others. The classroom is the laboratory in which this lesson of life is best

learned.
In assessing in consitutional terms the need to protect pupils frosn unfair

minor discipline by school authorities. the Court ignores the commonality
of interest of the State and pupils in the public school system. Rather. 4
thinks in traditional judicial terms of an adversary situation. To be sure.
there will be the occasional pupil innocent of any rule infringement who is
mistakenly suspended or whose infraction is too minor to justify suspension.
But. while there is no evidence indicating the frequency of unjust suspen-
sions, common sense suggests that they will not be numerous in relation to
the total number, and that mistakes or injustices will usually be righted by
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info/mat means.
One of the more disturbing aspects of today's decision is its indiscrimi-

nate reliance upon the judicial.y. and the adversary process, as the means of

resolving many of the most routine problems arising in the classroom. In

mandating due process procedures the Court misapprehends thc reality of

the normal teacher-pupil relationship. There is an ongoing relationship, one

in which the teacher, fflust occupy many rolestdueator. adviser, friend

and, at times. paretn-substitute. It is rarely adversary in nature except with

respect to the chronically disruptive or unsubordinate pupil whom the

teacher must be free to discipline-without frustrating formalities.

We have relied for generations upon the experience, good faith and dedi-

cation of those who staff our public school& and the nonadversary means of

airing grievances that always have been available to pupils and their par-

ents. One would have thought before today's opinion that this informal

method of lying differences was more compatible with the interests or

all concerned than resort to any constitutionalized procedures however

blandly it may defined by the Court.

No one can oresee the ultimate frontiers of the new -thVeket" the Court

now enters. T ay's ruling appears to sweep within the protected interest

in education a multitude of discretionary decisions in the educational

process. Teachers and other sch.pl.raratorities are required to make many

decisions that may have serious consequences for the pupil. They Must de .

eide, for example. how to grade the student's work, whether a student passes

or fails a course. whether he is to be promoted. whether he is required to

take certain subjects. whether he may be excluded from interscholastic

athletics or other extracurricular activities, whether he may be removed

from one school and sent to another, whether he may be bused long dis-

tances when available schools are nearby. and whether he should be placed

in a -general." "vocational." or "college-preparatory" track.

In these and many similar situations claims of impairment or one's ed-

ucational entitlement identical in principle to those before the Court today

can !.re asserted with equal or greater justification.

If, as seems apparent. the Court will now require due process procedures

whenever such routine school decisions axe challenged, the impact upon

public education will be serious indeed. The discretion and judgment of fed-

eral courts across the land often will be substituted for that of the SO-state

legislatures. the 14.000 school boards and the 2.000.000 teachers who

heretofore have been responsible for the administration of the Amcncan

public school system. If the Court perceives a rational and analytically

sound diitinction between the discretionary deeision by school authorities,

to suspend a pupil for a brief period, and the types of discretionary school

decisions described above, it would be prudent to articulate it in today's

opinion. Otherwise, the federal courts should prepare themselves for a vast

new role in society.
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MUNSON. Dettrirt Judge.

On the morning af Decetnher 6.
p aintiff* and their rlasamates. members of
U:4 fifth crude class id Auburn's Lace le
Eementary School. arrived at the classroom
in their usual relation. Cub af the stutknia
vnterixi the classmate nd Placed hie outer
garment in coatroom located wholly with-
in, ;tad accessible WO front, Us, daemon,

iuielf. Thu teacher of the class. defendint
Reardon, stood at Or Mir thr CINIAWOOM
door Juring this tim viltiis the student
:culier. defendant Ohinn. remained inle

dasimm. Once inside the room, nu
stmlent Wi mile to the alleged search now
the subject of this action,

Somtieme that morning, atilt pnor tothe
rommencnient nf clam. plaintiff Lconti
complain& to !OCR' bn t 01110a that he wet
m.'in tflO from his coo. pociiet. Plain.

'..ff onti .t:u4 thAt he was sum that he
had 54 Ott when he Arrived at school. show.
ang dr:en.iarit Reardon the four rattle tielo.

otoihi ,ndirating isles proceeds in the
amount of (V, only 61.00 of which re-
Iraaned on Lesintes pocket.

An tiy defendant ItearilonAt the
r avgdpng litinwkilge of the ming

meney prrwed fruitless. Eking aware of
;nue complaints from clean memhers at
mining niocilly. Itiftehei. and other items.
and kneeing that no sae had left the claw
roam that morning, defendant Reardon
commenced a search of the clam. with the
aid of fellow tcachert sod school officials.
ad ut whom am named nal defendants !We-
in.

Thesruivr a; irom.,41..h.ato.4 1:14,

PIMA *err SizAit 'WO "mil 1.34y DA. millivolt

were then nakel to trid) 11Wir puriok.1. ;$3.0

remove their shoes. A watt
items faikol to reveal the inisiing morwy.
Therlaas meilnlicra *cm thus taken tu their
respective et-strums. the girls to the girls'
rtom by defeadanta Woo and Blather. awl
tht boys to the lay? room by defeadanta

Beanies. Pliktf, awl Lott The students
tom am embroil te strip dowa to their
oiffierpmeeete. sod ask deaf* *elm
searched! *Iwo the arip seerebes proved
Mike. tho Modems *ere retureed to the
damorosee. lime. erninh 4-es candipeted

a their &As, Walks, Lad owe wile 91
their. casts.

.
the entire apsberh lantft1 .opprtImuut.ciy

twn hours. with ,;ae stry warcrrs
abakit fittatn mintuct, 114 rniv.ing moncy

*am

MIMI. AMENDMENT
A. Applicahility
There can Ile no dandy; that. as the Wile.

tiffs kale. the nfitsrn that an infant stu,lent
shads ail el his constitutinnal rights aka
he entire the school hook etede is steadily
being dispelkd hy the coats.

The client -to ahkh the Fourth
Amendment. arm! A.Neerviiimuste remedy. the
Esclussonary Role, njorply to oaearehei a mu.

. dents while on %Awl, however, is far frqns
* cleat The cases which have

dealt with di" tionew rearheml divert
priuluk, relying upan various thehries, wLich
can he gaper:Ili) phis II Into the following
eatrgorim oho Fourth Amendmen( doe.
not apply, i, Op ,ritrtni Urroci*i ucteli
jurenois lion% Ate oararral. , 2,

the Fourth Amendment av,,11.:i. ?NI J4'
Ezelualooary Rule alms not. 31 t :,p

,nuuitlanunt Apoi11..,. Ilia OW sr,

)..7co parento litwrn tu 1,0

plos.i an alo.termonaog rPavynah;enas, rat V.
neurch:

4) the Fourth Amendment avows an
full, requiring a finding of prolosiale C24 ie
an Getier fer a search tO ne reoonsii;e.

There are few federal races dealing with
the subject of student !drip searchal. ano
unfortunately thow cittw1 lay b.,th
partio in their memoranda. clearly lan.:041
its tbuir holdings iipop police involretrient in
the searches, fitetnr not iprvient an th4
&se As stated by the C42urt in Pails.

If the school officials have alisolutcly no
authority undue Mir law to %earth any

their *.erehin4 of gtipler.t.,
without the aid of the police would oe a
battery or potssibiy an invasion of the
right of pnvacy under state law. and
would toot constitute a civil rights viola.
boa.



la Mame v.
Attain Committee of 'Noy State

Ifriveraity. F.Supp. 72.5 tM.D.A1a,1068),
e4sa invoiviag a dormitoei roam soar& 3t
state university, a la ISAINI was struck

between the Passim Amendment and the
mspeasibilitke of the university with re-
gard te assistaining diariplitse. resulting is
a lesser standard then tirolosbie =we beiag
apoikal to iittermim the evaisubknem ot
tho surd.. interestiogiy enoggikitho deo.
Oise ails los penal' was facia oat to
apply with rasped to the iiitiversity stip
dents is Moore.

' Thia.purt finds thc reasoning
.n ,re

of r.-.,., Univcrioly, porra,
St.ito Young. Pupt.t. thin nf applying the
.".....1n Ina with a 14 s-er 'tan
dant than rriitiohie cause with respect to
stutlent searches. tu he the mire

hether

or riot the Esclinaimen Rule is eneyti wine
with the Faurth Amiollment, mut holm
a;ipiteatiie in a criminal action lazed upon a
south such as that miw in ince, je initnect
to coiniiierahle speculation.

9 'Standard
In finding that the Fourth Amend-

ment 4incl apply in this cue. this Court does
ni.t mean to imply that a showing of proha-

cause is necessary in order to uphold the
search as reasonable. In analyzing the
ovarch to determine reasonableness. the
Court must weigh the danger of the eon.

evidence of wbch is sought. against
riirht of prwaty anti the need

La protect them from the humiliation and
harms asYnciattii with surh a

In doing so the
r,,rt awn take into aCCOtint the ilMcIal

am.1 rJI.IISILMIILIC impulsed upon
nffor;.ils to prinide a +de *Moorhen,

.11nt to develop. the attendant lin.
Aid v.iw,.rs which the school uffwaJa
...s in 10C4 to ffpcivate the main .
tenant.- of proper discipline.

This Court holds that,. while
there nevil nut be showing of probable
railw lfl 5 Came Web SI this..them roust Iso

iertionytrateti the cynicism I sume
(acts ohirh toothy, iwaviList ceaon.

,11.:e 4routaia te mare+ the st mimic ami

that the search must have been is forttsor.

ante nf a kgaimate purpose with respect to
%Lich school officials are empowered to act;

as the maintenance 0r discipline or the
deieetion and punishmeat of miscondoct.
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In making
weh as analriy, sonic tailors which war-

rant eismsideratios ans: 1) the ehihrs age;
21 the child's !sistery sod tweed is schooi;

3) the serious:tem sad provalesme of the

proLileas to which the mush ia 41reetv4;

awl 4) tie enigusey retpsiArtg en immodiato

Wartaatiam stank.
Oa Wafts. the faeta of this maa

mitigate gavial the validity of tha womb

Is .soos. It is entirely pnasilie that diem

was rusaaabie Pe:vein*. and even peiitabie
leased aro the farts, IQ believe that

...eraesene ice the HA:Anson hi.. 1011'..: 'MA If

I t44rn money. atrr no (.,rti.
"asiwever, which islimued thr ,Ifirclak t,i

with ri-pert tit wiiirh ttplent.1

might 101,4"i3 the nt.eney. ?..ntserthlog arhkh

has time and agnin.
(int

relevaat I. this C4r-C. hii n roilnd to irt rice-

to reasenahiv watch under the

Fourth AmendMent.
Fin ibilt Masan, the .07.irch

must ta held to have tietn isvslerofrier trn
Fourth Amendment. there 'home no reales-

able suspicieo to believe that each student

searched peuesaed centralised or evidence

el a (rinse.
The Court is sot unmindful of the dilem-

ma whk/t confronts the1Iet4 nfficials in a

situation such es this. Iluwever. is view of

the relatively slight danger of the conduct

involved (as oppoled to ilriag ipriviession. for

ample). the extent of Ow search. and the

age of the students involved. this Court

mannot in gond coescience say that the

search undertake* wu rtunnatile. As way"

appropriately anted hy the New Ynrii (*cum

of Appmas in a unaelmaus opinion.

although the neceksit.. ;Jr a

Nithe SChaesi Kink may he great r insr.

OM fix outside the achont the psycno. :s-

ad danagr that wriuld he riiked on nn-.1.

Live children by random search insuffi.

Lividly justified by the iseeessitiss is not

tokersble.

Damages
it Is well willed that school of-

fiesta pones; a quelified good faith immu-

nity' with resplut to sets performed within
the course of skids duties. Wood r. Stricks

42(1 U.S. 33S. SCL 992, 43 1-E4ld

214 41,975)
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The ill it 0.w..4oil.
were ilefawil i ;Chid 14:, O1%1111.111! kill/

objective and sohlectsse rivnivnw. That 1,

te say, intenaitty exists if the effweial acts AO

goad faith and tain in ignur5nt.41 Or awe.

gaid of oeWed indisputable principles at

law. WrIert V. Strickland, atipel Ost 321,

492. As visa stated lay the Cisirt Ui

Weed
A. with executive officer. fazed with la-

ohms of civil clammier, school officiate,

tisifrostad with Modest behavior anemias

ar threstuing disruplim, aise bawl al
',beim need far pesos' oath*, ad dlr.
chins oust be sada is ramie as flaw
al Warmth* sopyiked by others (eller

Woe maittedr

We think there must he a degree of on-

munity if the work of Oa iirhiods is to

forward; and, however wohlts:. tim im-

munity must he such that putilk school
officials understand that action taken ie

pod-filth fulfillment of their responsibil-

ities aad withia the bounds of mass
wider ell this circumcise= will not he

punished and that they nerd net eacreiao

their diacritical with undue timidity.
S

Therefore, in the specific rsmtast or

Wont diacipline . we hidil that a Icheril
board member is net immune fririn

for damages under I 1111C1 if he knew

or reasonably should have knows that this

action ha took Within his opliere of offi-

cial responsibility would vkilate the con-
stitutional rights of tho student affected,

or if Pm logic the action with the malicious
intentioa la mon a deprivation of consti-

tutional nghts or ether injury te the stii-

'lent. That o nal to say that v.chnot

board Members are "chArge41 aith pry-
dirtinfr the future course of constitutional

compensatory award will tw approitriAtu

only it the mhoni linand innd.r Act-

ed with litch an impermissible motivation

or with such di/inv.:4rd at the studvnt's
clearly estabhshed eoitgitutional rifthts

that his action cannot reasonably he char-

acterised as being in good faith.

It a dear that the ilavnitants are

ntitled to a summary judgment on the

iasue a( ninni.tary &Arnow.* under the Iva

in Weird. The plAintif li hate (;,I91 in al-
lire in (brit ConipLeint that th actions
were snt Lilica in i.r.soi faith. Moreover.

Um fast that the law is markedly unsettlerl

ea the issue of student searches in schools a

aptly illusuoted Ole diversity of results

sod iheores contained i thir rases cited

earlier ia this opinion. Therefore. the its,

fondant .11F0 InliMant: from lialality for

compensatory and punitive damages arissng

out of the 4r1.1 climplAirord of .

b 9
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CA5fits.

1. Sally was editor of the "Student Voice," the school paper at Central

High. She wrote a strong editorial one day, criticizing the School

Board and school administrators for their "reactionary educational

policies," their "unwillingness to support exciting, relevant courses"

and a speaker series on 'victimless crimes like drugs, gambling and

prostitution." The faculty advisor asked Sally to "tone down" her

criticism, but she insisted on publishing it as it was. The principal

then insisted that the article not be printed for it would cause an

uproar and "hurt the public image and support for the schools."

What should Sally do? What are her rights?

2. Word got around that the punch at the school dance was "spiked" by

Dave and some of his friends. Dave had been a discipline problem in

several classes that year. The vice-principal had a talk with several

students who claimed that Dave did the "spiking." Then he had a long

talk with Dave, who denied it all and wanted to cross-examine his ac-

cusers or have his lawyer there. The vice-principal said that he has

heard enough and will suspend Dave for 5 days. Dave claims that his

right to due process was violated. Was it? (Suppose the school

expelled him?)

3. The principal of Emcrson High is warned . or!jor gang fight is

about to take place. In a surprise raio, e v.ce-principal and

two policemen search through all the bor,' lockers, looking for weap-

ons. They also do a "pat down body search" of suspected leaders.

The search produces no weapons but turns up some marijuana cigarettes

and some illegal pills. The principal wants to suspend the students

and have them face criminal charges. The students claim that their

constitutional rights were violated. Who is right?

fi 4
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GLOSSARY

appeal - the bringing of a case to a higher court for a rehearing.

appellate court - a court which hears appeals from lower.court

arrest - the step in a criminal proceeding where a suspect is taken into

physical custody by authorized persons.

burden of proof - the responsibility for producing enough evidence to

prove the facts in a lawsuit.

civil law - one of the two broad fields of law, involving legal disputes

between private individuals.

constitution - a society's broadest, most fundamental principles of law.

In the United States, federal and state constitutions ire put into written

form. 1

criminal law - one of the two broad fi21ds of law, involving-legal action

'taken by the state against a person accusad of committing a crime or

an offense against society.

cross-examination - questioning of a witness who has testified for the

other side in a court case.

damages - money paid to a person who has been injured by the actions of

another person.

defendant - the party in a civil lawsuit against whom legal action Is brought;

also the accused in a criminal case.

dissenting opinion - a separate statement by one or more appeals judges

disagreeing with the ruling of the court's majority.

due process of law - a person's constitutional guarantee that all the proper

steps will be followed for a fair hearing in a legal proceeding.

evidence - any of the various types of information that a court allows a

lawyer to introduce in order to help prove facts in a legal proceeding.

Such types include documents, records, physical objects, and the state-

meots of a party and his witnesses,

judge - the.presiding officer in a court whose job it is to administer the

law and make sure a fair trial is conducted.

jurisdiction - the right to exercise authority in a given matter, such as

the right of a court to hear and give judgment on a kind of legal action.

libel - a false written statement--published with ill will--that damages a

person's character, reputation, or ability to make a living.

plaintiff - the party who begins a lawsuit against another (the defendant)

precedent - a former court decision used as a guide or model in deciding

similar cases.

92
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probable cause - reasonable grounds for belief that a person 'should be

arrested or searched.

reasonable - fair, proper, moderate, suitable under the circumstances.

slander - false speech harmful to another person's reputation.

statute - a law enacted hy the legislative branch of government.

testimony - an oral statement of evidence given by a witness under oath.

unconstitutional - that whiigh violates the Constitution and, therefore; is

not legal.
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ISSUES AND COURT COMMENTS FOR DISCUSSION
MEMIMIMMOIPMMI

For teachers to use with advanced students--

in the classroom and/or in, homewok assignments.

l. In the Tinker case, some of the students intentionally disobeyed thv

school policy against wearing armbands. This could lead to a discussion

of a number of difficult and sensitive issues such as:

What should you do if you think a school rule is unfair or un

constitutional?

If you honestly think a rule is wrong, are you justified in

breaking it?

Does it make any difference if you break it secretly or

openly? If you are willing to accept the punishment or if

you try to avoid being punished?

This, of course, raises the issue of civil disobedience and might provide

an opportunity to consider some of the writings of Thoreau, Ghandi, or

Martin Luther King on this question.

In the Shanley case, Judge Goldberg made the following observations.

"One of the great concerns of our time is that our young people,

disillusioned bly our political process, are disengaging from political

participation. It is most important that young people become con-

vinced that our Constitution is a living reality, not parchment pre-

served under glass."

IWhat do you think Justice Goldberg means by this quotation?

Do you think students are "disillusioned by our political pro-

cess? How do you think students can he convinced that our

Constitution is a "living'reality?"



a

"Perhaps it would be well if those entrusted to administer'the teaching

of American history and government to dur students began their efforts

practicing the document on which that history and government are

gP
based."

What do you think Justice Goldberg is referrfng tog

If you were a social studies teacher, how would you "practice"

the Constitution?

3. In thekisner case, Judge Kaufman suggested that the Board of Education

formulate policy not only within the lilits of the law, "but also with a

sensitivity to some of the teaching reflected in relevant constitutional

doctrine." The judge also wrote:

"The greater the generosity of the Board in fostering--not merely

tvleratingstudents' free exercise of their constitutional rights,

the less likely it will be that local dfficials will find their rulings

subjected to unwieldy constitutional litigation."

\fr

1) If you were on the Stamford Beard of Education, how would you

rewrite the policy for distribution of student publications:

a) "with a sensitivity to some of the teaching" reflected

in the' Constitution?

b) with greater generosity in fostering free exercise

of students' constitutional rights?

Judge Kaufman seems to see a difference between a policy with-

in the limits of the law," and cne reflecting the teaching of

"constitutional doctrine." But if the Board policY is "within

the limits of the law,' won't it have to be sensitive to1 "rele-

vant constitutional doctrine?"
9 6



In Goss, Justice White wrote: 'We stop short of construing the Due Pro-

cess Clause to require, country-wide, that hearings in connection with

short suspensions must afford the student the opportunity to secure

counsel, to confront and cross-examine witrsses to verify his version

of the incident. . . F4rther formalizing the s4spension-process . . .

may not only make it too costly as a regular disciplinary tool .but also

destroy itS effectiveness as part of the teaching process."

What did the Court mian when it said that "further formalizing-

the suspension process" might "make it too costly?"

Do you agree that suspensions are or can be effective "as

part of the teaching process?"

Do you think that allowing students to "confront and cross-

examine witnesses" make suspensions too costly or destroy their

teaching effectiveness?

5. In Bellnier, Judge Munson wrote: "On balance the facts of this case mitigate'

against the validity of the search in issue. It is entirely possible that

there was reasonable suspicion, and even probably cause, based upon the

facts, to believe that someone in the classroom has possession of the

stolen money. There were'no facts, however, which allowed the officials to

particularize with respect to which students might possess the money, some-

thing which has time and again . . been found to be necessary to a reason-

able search."



If there was probably cause to believe that someone in the

class had the stolen money, why wasn't the search reasonable?

Why do courts require information about particular students?

Doesn't this lessen the chance that guilty students will be

'caught? If so, is this just?

Judge Munson also wrote: "The Court is not unmindful of the dilemma

which confronts school officials in a situation such as this."

What dileinma do you think the judge was referring to?

How would you'deal with it if you were a school official?
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Student Resources

1. Jantzen, Steven. The Presidency, Congress, and the Supreme Court. New

York: Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 1977.

Kelman't, Maurice. The Supreme,Court, Xerox Education Publications, 1973.

3. NeWman, Jason, et. al. Street Law: A Course In Practical Law. St.

Paul, Minnesota, West Publishing Company, 1977.

4. Pearson, Craig (ed.) Liberty Under Law. American Education Publica-

tiohs, 1963.

5. Ratcliff, Robert H. (ed.) Great Cases of the Supreme Court. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1975.
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Teacher Resources
at

1. Cuban, Larry (ed.) Youth As a Minori6: An Anatomy of Student Bights.

National CounciTTor the Social Studies, 1972.

2. Ladd, Edward T. Student Rights and Discipline. National Association

of Elementary Sch9o1 Principals, 1975.

ot.

3. Levine, Alan. The Rights of Students, Avon Press, 1976.

4. Lewis, Anthony. The Supreme Court and How It Works. Random House,,,

1966. A well written account of the case of Clarence Gideon, a',

prisoner struggling to have his conviction overturned because he"

was too poor to hire a lawyer.

5. Schimmel, David and Fischer, Louis. The Civil Rights of Students,

Harper & Row, Publisher, 1975;

6. Guidelines for Student Rights and Responsibilities, New York State

Regents, State Department of Education, Washington Avenue, Albany,

New York 12234. Free.

7. "You Have a Right," a condensation of The Rights of Students and Youth,

free from the Youth Advocacy Project, 771 We:t Main Street,

Rochester, New York ',14611. In English and Spanish.

Tea&lers' Guide, Great Cases of the Supreme court, Boston: Houghton

Mifflin Company, 1975. This guide has an excellent section or

audio-visual aids, including titles, annotations and addresses.

9. Vetter, Donald. Student Ri hts and Res onsibilities: A Decision-

MakingLCurriculum Guide. Mary and Law-Re ated Education Program,

Carroll County Public Schools, Westminster, Maryland, 21157,

(1978).
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Pre-Test Answers Unit Test Answers

1.

2.

D

0

3. A 3. d

4. 0 4.

5.
5. d

6. 0 6. d

7. 0 7, d

8. A 8. c

9. D
9. d

10. A 10.

11. 0
11. b

12. D
12. a

13. 0
13. d

14. 0
14. d

15. A 15. c

16. 0
15. d

17. D
17. c

18. 0
18. d

19. A
19. d

20. A
20. a


